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As Opposition Grows 
To New World Order 

(Editor’s note: Starting on this same After all, it is the police who get the 12126192 #2 HATONN 
Front Page of last week’s LIBERATOR, we dirty jobs of locking up truth.1 patriotic 
brought you the first half of a powerfully ‘%lgitators” or throwingpeople off of their “THE GROUND AT THE FOOT OF 
brilliant document, called OPERATION family farms or out of their houses - THE CROSS IS LEVEL!” Thank you 
VAMPIRE KILLER 2000, A U. S. Police while the truecriminals siton theirassets Mitch! 
Action, written BPLaw Enforcement pro- and call out the orders to “suppress dis- OPERATION VAMPIRE KiZJ..ER 2000 
fessionals FOR Law Enforcement profes- sent” and Vepossessn our country at an (A U.S. PoZice Action) 
sionals, to challenge them to stop and alarming rate. (continued) 
think about exactly WHO they may inad- IsnZ it about time we turn this ghastly, 
vertently be serving while they mean to be Satanic travesty around?! All our regular QUOTING CONTINUED: 
protecting We The People. readers will find much, much confirma- 

Law Enforcement professionals are, tion of past LIBERATOR material in the COMMUNISM GONE? 
by nature, a deeply patriotic group, and it continuation of this well-done outlay by DON’T TAKE ANY BETS1 
is hoped, by helping them to see The those patriotic Law Enforcement profes- 
Truth behind the deceitful facade the sionals truly daring enough to get to the V.I. LENIN: “It would be the great- 
elite crooks have manufactured, that the bottom of the matter and tell you The est mistake, certainly, to think that 
Umuscle” will be knocked right out of the Truth! We loudly applaud their jine concessions mean PEACE. Nothing of 
New World Order’s forward march through effort.) the kind. Concessions are nothing but 
this once great country. a new form of war.n 

/ 

Intense y 
Pacific Plate 
Earthquake 

Jitters 

[See Page 15 

DMITRI MANUALISKY, Soviet Dip- 
iomat (1947) revealed the Commu- 
nists’ intention to brainwash the 
American public: “We will offer the 
Christian world unheard of peace over- 
tures, and these nations, stupid and 
decadent, will leap at the chance to be 
our friends; they will willingly cooper- 
ate in their own destruction. Then, 
when their guard is down, and they 
have gone to sleep, we will smash 
them with our clenched fist.” 
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Many gullible Americans, and the con- 
trolled U.S. media, will gush, “The above 
statement was uttered a long time ago and 
things have truly changed in the new Com- 
monwealth of”Independent” States (CIS)“. 
Is that so? Read on! 

MIKHAIL GORBACHEV’s speech at the 
70th anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolu- 
tion (1987): “.... In October 19 17, we 
parted with the old world, rejecting it 
once and for all. We are moving toward 
a new world, a world of Communism. We 
shall never turn off that road.” 

And from his speech to the Soviet Polit- 
buro, November 1987: 

“Gentlemen, comrades, do not be 
concerned about all you hear about 
Glasnost and Perestroika and democ- 
racy in the coming years. These are 
primarily for outward consumption. 
There will be no significant internal 
changes in the Soviet Union, other than 
for cosmetic purposes. Our purpose is 
to disarm the Americans and let them 
fall asleep. Wewant to accomplish three 
things: One, we want the Americans to 
withdraw conventional forces from Eu- 
rope. Two, we want them to withdraw 
nuclear forces from Europe. Three, we 
want the Americans to stop proceeding 
with Strategic Defense Initiative.” (And, 
alas, that is exactly what has been done!) 

GENERAL SIR WALTER WALKER, 
Former NATO Commander-in-Chief, fol- 
lowing the phony Soviet coup, said: “1 
consider it my duty to tell you of the 
extremely dangerous threats that lie 
ahead. I KNOW FOR CERTAIN that we 
are now in a period of the greatest 
strategic deception, perhaps in all his- 
tory... The Cold War is NOT over, only in 
the state of remission... The Soviet Union 
is not truly ‘on the verge of collapse’. 
Western defense, on the other hand, is.* 

Many of our readers are Intelligence 
Officers or former Intelligence Officers. We 
thank those readers who are members of 
the Intelligence community for providing 
the following FACTS which back up Gorbie 
and Sir Walter Walker’s words: 

longer have cloak and dagger spies in 

FACT: Russian intelligence agencies are 
working as hard as ever at espionage in the 
U.S. Both the DC1 Robert Gates and FBI 
Director William Sessions have spoken out 
on the high level of Russian intelligence 
collection efforts in recent months, now 
known by its Russian acronym SVR. Se- 
nior FBIcounterintelligence official Wayne 
Gilbert states the same thing, “There has 
been no apparent reduction in covert 
intelligence gathering here by the Rus- 
sians.n In contrast, Chief of the SVR, 
Yevgeny Primakov, said during a recent 
visit to Sweden, “I can telI you we no 

the traditional sense, agents who meddle 
in other countries’ internal affairs.“- 
(Newsletter of the Assoc. of Former Intelli- 
gence Officers, Vol. XVII, No. 6, 1992,) 

FACT: The KGB is still in control. As 
America’s Global Elite purposely cut back 
on U.S. Intelligence activities, they know 
that the KGB is functioning more effec- 
tively than before the alleged breakup of 
the Soviet Union. It is housed under the 
new Russian Ministry of Security. It has 
been greatly strengthened by Yeltsin and is 
involved in more espionage activities against 
the West than ever before. As has hap- 
pened four times in the past, after we (the 
West) once again rebuild the Communist 
infrastructure, the same old KGB with the 
new face, will step from its behind the 
scenes control of the CIS to OUTWARDLY 
reclaim control of the ‘New”, revitalized, 
rearmed, and more powerful Soviet Union. 

FACT: America and Canada are dis- 
arming unilaterally. 

FACT: Unknown to the masses, each of 
the nations that have split off from the 
“defunct” Soviet Union is presently co- 
vertly led by hard line Communists. 

FACT: The “defunct” Soviet military is 
presently building more offensive weapons 
of all types, than at any time in its 
history. Production rate: 

* 1 Tank DIVISION per month. 
* 700 new fighter aircraft (approx. 58 

per month) in 1991 and 1992. 
* 1 Nuclear Submarine every TWO 

MONTHS. 
* Numerous Tactical nuke bombs and 

mobile launchers (actual number un- 
known). 

(This intel update is per U.S. Intelli- 
gence sources 6/92.] 

(As with the last 4 times this CON JOB 
of a “Communist collapse” was perpe- 
trated, all of this rearming and dramatic 
increase in espionage is being accomplished 
while the Communists’ economy 
“CRASHES”. 

We must understand that this military 
build-up can occur only as long as Ameri- 
can tax dollars continue to feed the Com- 
monwealth of”Independent” States people. 
And that is part of the NW0 plan. What is 
it “Boner Bush” and other NW0 nations 
are sending them? - $25 BILLION to BE- 
GIN WITH?) 

private army of street thugs, to Russiawith 

Obviously, this has been an unbeliev- 
able CON JOB that started in 1917, when 
fellow Parasites, Jacob Schiff of Kuhn, 
Loeb and Company, Prescott Bush, Max M. 
Warburg, and a few other traitors sent 
LeonTrotsky,withhis300NewYorktrained 
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$20,000,000 in gold to finance Lenin and 
start the Bolshevik Revolution. These men 
started Communism for one reason: to 
promote the takeover of our nation of free 
people by Socialists so Americans would 
not be able to stand in the way of their New 
World Order plans. [H: Boy, and what you 
had best not forget is that the Russians 
who were also utilized and lost their own 
way of sovereign government - are still 
really ticked off at you cute Americans 
for doing this to them and they still are 
ready to fry your eggs, brothers!] There 
is no way they could do this if America 
remained free, strong, and had no real 
threats to her security. For this reason, 
they built America an enemy! (There is not 
space here for a big history lesson regard- 
less of the importance. For more of an 
honest review of our historic record read 
THE WORLD ORDERby Eustace Mullins. It 
can be obtained from Ezra Pound Institute 
of Civilization, P.O. Box 1105, Staunton, 
VA. 2440 1.) 

AMERICANS WON’T NEED 
GUNS IN “UTOPIA” 

Police Officers must remember what 
the renowned H. L. Mencken said, 

“To die for an idea; it is unquestion- 
ably noble. But how much nobler it 
would be if men died for ideas that were 
true.” [H: And how much better still-if 
man were willing to LIVE for an ideal 
ideal I] 

Officers are told the reason the guns 
have to be removed from the American 
People is to stop crime and the killing of the 
innocent. This is total fabrication. Truth- 
fully, the only reason the guns must be 
removed is to stop any chance of our coun- 
trymen raising up and throwing off the 
“wonderful” programs that their “philan- 
thropic” government leaders have planned 
for them. 

It is time to seriously consider what 
each of us will do when these Global elitists 
in our government instruct OFFICERS and 
NATIONAL GUARDSMEN to go forth and 
take the guns away from the armed, good 
people of your city or town.. .“FOR THEIR 
OWN GOOD”. Most Officers know the day 
will come when they will have to make the 
very hard decision on this gun removal 
issue. The evidence is all around us that 
this day is near. 

Consider the Imperialist NW0 position. 
For the World Elite to truly enjoy their 
“utopian” Socialist Society, the subject 
masses must not have a means to protect 
themselves against more “voluntary com- 
pliance”. When one grasps this logical 
position, there is no longer any question 
about it: THE GUNS WILL HAVE TO GO. 

If there are any Officers who still doubt 
this, we are about to prove this planned 
scenario to you. Keep in mind that the 
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second part of the three-part plan of the 
NW0 Regional Government program (which 
precedes the One World Government) is 
that Canada, USA, Mexico and South and 
Central America are to be combined into 
one Region. Hence, the North American 
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is on a 
FAST-TRACK with the backing of our noto- 
rious NW0 President, NW0 Congressmen, 
Senators and Governors. The other 2 parts 
presently in the works are: First part-the 
uniting of the European nations (Common 
Market), and #3-the uniting of the Asian 
nations. These make up the “TRI” [3] parts 
of the Trilateral One World Government. 

Understanding this well planned pro- 
grarn will make the following “PERSONAL 
PROTECTION” proclamation more clear to 
any doubting Bobbies. 

You will find below a recent declaration 

from the government of Australia, which is 
a member of the British Commonwealth. 
The Canadians, our soon-to-be northern 
countrymen, are also a .British Common- 
wealth. Question: When we are merged with 
the British Commonwealth by the Elitist 
NW0 parasites will we assume these British 
Socialists’ anti-gun laws or will they assume 
ours?Realizing that the plan is to merge us 
Americans, Latin Americans, and Ca.nadi- 
ans, into one Region, you already know whose 
gun policies we are to adopt. (Mexico has the 
same, very limited gun rights as Canada and 
Australia.) 

DON’T WORRY. BE HAPPY, OFFICER! . 

Officers should not worry. There is a 
“good’ plan to get the guns away from your 
fellow Americans. Should Officers be con- 

Personal 
Protection 
no reason 
to have a gun 
If you own a gun which you keep.to protect youfael(, your family or your 

property. you must dispose of it legally. 

Under the latest gun laws, personal and property protection are no longer 

considcrod acceptable reasons to possess any type of firearm, or to get a licence . 

If you wish to possess any gun, you must have a licence and meet the new 

requirements for safe stotagc ofthe weapon and its ammunition. When your 

current iictnce expires you must reapply il you want to continue to possess or 

use a gun. 8e warned, making a false or misleading statement on your licencc! 

application could earn you ten years in prison. 

Act quickly. If you haven’t got a licence, now is the time to either apply for 

one, or legally dispose of your gun, One way you can do this is at your local 

poke station3 Possession and USQ of any flreann for penonal or property 

protection is illegal and will attract severe penaltIes. No exceptlonr. no excuses. 

NSW POLICE SERVICE 
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cerned-just because this “good” plan 
calls for them to go get 200,000,000 fire- 
arms (BATF figures are very low) away from 
250,000,OOO very “peaceful and coopera- 
tive” citizens? What do you think? 

SOME “AN EASY MARK” 

Some guns will be easily removed. Many 
unsuspecting (and very naive) American 
will turn in their “liberty teeth” (means of 
personal protection) when told to do so. 
Every officer knows such people in the 
community, i.e., those “good” citizens who 
are too scared to oppose anything their 
government tells them to do. 

Yes, even if they know it’s wrong, they 
will go along or just keep their mouths 
shut. Every captive nation has a large 
percentage of such people. These are the 
“production units” (PU’s) that will fit very 
well into the New World Order. They are 
ready-made slaves. 

As strange as it may seem, many of 
these “sheepA still believe that they can 
trust and believe in our government to 
SAVE THEM from anarchy. This is amus- 
ing to some of our government officials and 
Police Officers. It amazes them that these 
people are so unaware of what is happen- 
ing and continue trusting the same gov- 
ernment that has planned and promoted 
the anarchy in the streets in the first 
place-precisely to scare them into sub- 
mission. (See Aid 86 Abet Police Newsletter 
2-2.) 

L.A. RIOTS-AN ORCHESTRATION 

A prime example was the recent L.A. 
riots. The beating of King was not part of 
the plan, but it offered agrand opportunity 
to accomplish three important things for 
the Globalists: 

1. Get rid of Chief Gates, who for years 
had stood in the way of Socialist-NW0 
gang member Tom Bradley and others 
involved in trying to get the L.A. Police 
Dept. into the coming national police force. 
(See soon to be released book, The Cenfral- 
ization Of V. S. Police Powers, available from 
U.S. Federal Law Research Center, P.O. 
Box 8712, Phoenix, AZ 85066.) 

2. Further convince the People that 
their only salvation from crime and evil in 
society will be found in the “protection’ 
provided by a global government. 

3. A grand opportunity for Globalists 
George, Pete and Tom to practice FEMA- 
style Martial Law. It- matters little that 
some among the masses have to die. Re- 
member, the new government philosophy 
is the same as that of the Communist, 
“THE END DOES INDEED JUSTIFY THE 
MM&‘!. > ,~ ‘I 5 , : 
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Once again, the masses were ‘to think t&&r Bill of Rightsso that their govern- have been. trained that there is little wrong 
that everything was out of control. It was m&t can.make the streets “safe again” with killing an armed and resisting”crimi- 
not (the riots were planned). But is was a through global government.) nal”, 
good enough reason that in a matter of RIDICULOUS? Have you ever won- 
hours, 2,000 U.S. Marines were on the BACK TO “GETTING dered exactly how governments through- 
streets of an American city. This was avery THEM GUNS!” out recent history have gotten local and 
important test. A most severe breach of state Police Officers in.other enslaved na- 
Constitutional law was brought to bear; Officers should keep in mind that some tions to participate in executing their own 
and more importantly, THE PEOPLE SAID of the guns are not going to be easily citizens? This is accomplished by labeling 
NOTHING. The masses complained only removed. For instance, those owned by them “criminals”. (Piece of Cake!) 
that the government should have acted true patrio&those freedom-loving Ameri- It is not a figment of someone’s imagina- 
sooner and in greater strength. For, cans who know, without a doubt, what’s tion that thousands of unarmed fathers, 
when there is anarchy in the streets the coming next IF they giveup their guns. It mothers and children have been shot to 
“sheep” do not care who saves them. This should not be a surprise te Police Offic- death by their own local police, while at- 
planned .Martial Law scenario actually ers that many good Ameriidans will not tempting to run or climb to freedom. It is 
worked out better than the NW0 social walk meekly into NEW,WORLD ORDER through a process of indoctrination that 
planners ever expected. slavery. And there a.reXew OfHcers who the ‘very best Officers-highly patriotic 

would want it any other way! Officers-are brought to the point men- 
DETECTIVE BROWN SPEAKS OUT So the question each Officer individu- tally where they can be counted on to do 

ally must face is avery difficult but realistic such things. Remember, it is always ac- 
Los Angeles County Sheriffs Detective one: “Which way will your own gun face complished by convincing the best offic- 

Larry Brown speaking in Phoenix, Arizona when the orders are issued?” Will you ers: “It is a necessary and patriotic thing 
August 1992 stated that there was .more protect the people you have sworn to pro- to do.” 
behind the riots than the public knows. He tect? Or, will you do what pther patriotic 
revealed that known agitators from the officers from other countries have done to PATRIOTIC AMERICANS 
Revolutionary Communist Party (RCP), their countrymen, “obediently just fol- WILL FIGHT TO THE DEATH 
Socialist Workers Party (SWP), Progressive low orders”? 
Labor Party (PLP), Socialist Organizing Every Police Officer/Military soldier in Police officers would do well not to see 
Network (SON), were there to press for a every enslaved nation on earth has had to the above title as only part of the script out 
riot BEFOPE it started and some mem- face this same question. Certainly, it’s an of an old John Wayne movie. 
bers of these organizations participated individual decision whether or not to take We should consider, with utmost seri- 
in the rioting, looting, and arson. lethal action against fellow countrymen ousness, that if good Americans (including 

He said that Mayor Bradley gave a very when ordered to take their weapons (and internal protectors) allow this plan of the 
inflammatory statement that was broad- with them their liberty). But, each Officer Globalists to get this far, it can be expected 
cast on L.A. T.V. before the riots. He states, WILL make that decision. that casualties among Police Officers, Na- 
what many Police Officers already know, OFFICER, WILL YOU KILL FELLOW tional guardsmen, and armed “criminal” 
that Mayor Bradley has strongly supported COUNTRYMEN WHEN ORDERED TO patriotic citizens will be very high before 
the Communist Party USA since he first TARE THEIR WEAPONS? Perhaps it will the gun removal process can be success- 
ran for mayor. [H: Reminder: Bradley is help that you will be told by superiors, “It’s fully completed. (If indeed it can be com- 
also a member of the infamous Council for the national good,” and/or, “It’s for the pleted.) But, with Police Officers and 
on Foreign Relations (CFR) and the Tri-- good of society.” (History proves that the Guardsmen serving as the “cannon fod- 
lateral Commission as uhonorary” mem- nations’ Enforcers can expect some such de? to enforce the Globalist plan, these 
ber.] Also, he received support from the motivational indoctrination such as this.) deaths will be merely “acceptable losses” 
ACLU, and the National Lawyers Guild Could there be such a police action, to those giving the orders and looking down 
(Both pro-Communist groups.) In his 1969 taken against the public, if the police were from their safe and secure Ivory Towers. 
bid to become mayor his political manager told the truth, i.e., “that officers should It is therefore entirely relevant that our 
was Communist Party functionary Don take the guns and liberties from the masses brothers and sisters decide very soon which 
Rothenberg. Gus Hall, the Director of the so that the Controlling Elite of the nation side they will serve in the setting up of this 
Communist Party, U.S.A. came to L.A. to can enslave them”? We thinksnot. “Utopian” Global Society. They must. not 
tell the Communists to help elect Bradley. Why not? Because national Police En- be fooled by government officials that tell 

Some of our fellow Officers in Southern forcers are not mercenaries; they are al- them that all men and women with Ameri- 
California believe, after evaluation of the’ ways highly patriotic and would not do can blood running through their veins will 
evidence and results, that the outcome of such a thing as enslaving their country- walk gently into lifelong servitude. 
the trial was planned by certain govern- men, unless in some manner they were It cannot be contradicted that a great 
ment officials and carried out with preci- totally convinced that it was the only thing many out there on the other end of those 
sion by the judge and prosecutor. We to do to save their country, the “patriotic” half-billion ‘Liberty Teeth” (guns) still 
believe they are right. How did they ma- thing to do... “FOR THE GOOD OF THE underscore the statement ofJ. J. Rousseau: 
nipulate the jury? (Read Aid 86 Abet Police COUNTRY” don’t you know! “1 prefer liberty with danger to peace 
Newsletter Vol. 1, No. 10, that addresses with slavery.” 
the science of how this is accomplished.) “CRIMINA& EVERY ONE INTELLIGENT Americans read and 
There is no doubt that it was understood study history. On the other hand, the vast 
what a NOT GUILTY verdict would accom- Actually, it may not be a difficult deci- majority of government ‘leaders”, “educa- 
plish. But, that’s another story. (See Aid sion for some Police Officers and National tors” and media persons apparently don’t1 
&r?betVol. 2, No. 1 and No. 2, which cover Guardsmen, because before it comes time Concerning the 2nd Amendment, for ex- 
other parts of this incredible well-laid plan to take the guns, all these terrible, “radical ample, they try to tell us that the Founding 
for creating anarchy in the streets and RESISTERS with those nasty guns” will Fathers meant for only the Organized Mili- 
TERROR in the hearts of U.S. citizens. have been branded as “CRIMINALS OF tia (National Guard) to have weapons. 
.The goal:.,Toget the,citizens to give up THE, STATE”. And as.you and I know, we Please .read the quotes given below and , 
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decide: could these countrymen have And one of our own: Constitutional Law in non-violence and in 
spoken any-more plainly? Truth. It is time for careful consideration 

PROFESSOR DEAN MORRIS, Gov- of these things come upon you as a nation. 
“NO FREE MAN SHALL EVER BE ernment employee, Director of Law En- Good day and God blesses you who see 

DE-BARRED THE USE OF ARMS. THE forcement Assistance Administration and hear! 
STRONGEST REASON FOR THE (LEAA), in testimony to Congress stated: 
PEOPLE TO RETAIN THEIR RIGHT TO uI am one who believes that as a first 12/29/92 #l HATONN 
KEEP AND BEAR ARMS IS AS A LAST step the U.S. should move expedi- 
RESORT TO PROTECT THEMSELVES tiously to disarm the civilian popula- OPERATION VAMPlRE KLLLER 2000 
AGAINST TYRANNY IN GOVERN- tion, other than police and security (A U.S. Police Action) 
MENT.” -THOMAS JEFFERSON officers, of all handguns, pistols and 

revolvers . ..no one should have a right CONTINUATION OF QUOTING: 
uTHE SAID CONSTITUTION SHALL to anonymous ownership or use of a 

NEVER BE CONSTRUED TO AUTHO- gun.” REMEMBER, IT CAN’T WORK 
RIZE CONGRESS TO PREVENT THE His government LEAA administration WITHOUT YOU 
PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES WHO would later publish, UThere can be no 
ARE PEACEABLE CITIZENS FROM right of privacy in regard to arma- Now realize that for any plan, that would 
KEEPING THEIR OWN ARMS.“-SAM ment... We seek a disarmed populace.” subjugate Americans, to have any chance 
ADAMS to succeed, the people’s protectors must go 

“THE GREAT OBJECT IS THAT EV- 
ERY MAN BE ARMED. 

Our government now tells us that against their solemn oath, turn on the 
EVERYONE they “disbanded” LEAA. people, and assist other seditionists and 

WHO IS ABLE MAY HAVE A GUN.“- FACT: They removed the name and traitors in such criminal acts. So we must 
PATRICK HENRY address, but every tenant of the LEAA ask our fellow Officers again, “Will they be 

program is still in place and the goal and like those who have used pathetic state- 
UAMERICANS NEED NEVER FEAR time table is precisely on course. (See ments such as, “WELL, IT’S THE LAW, 

THEIR GOVERNMENT BECAUSE OF book, U.S. Centrulization Of Police Pow- SO I HAVE NO CHOICE BUT TO EN- 
THE ADVANTAGE OF BEING ARMED, ers.) FORCE IT.“? 
WHICH THE AMERICANS POSSESS Who was it that said these words? As many Officers know, that has been 
OVER THE PEOPLE OF ALMOST EV- uIf the opposition (citizen) disarms, the lame excuse offered by the People’s 
ERY OTHER NATION.“lAMES MADI- well and good. If it refuses to disarm, “Protectors” in all the Marxist nations of 
SON we shall disarm it ourselves.” All those the world during the last 75 years of totali- 

Officers who answered, “Pete Wilson”, tarian rule. 
Well now, those statements are really “George Bush”, “Willie Clinton”, or Fine, dedicated, HIGHLY PATRIOTIC 

ambiguous aren’t they?! Don’t you wish “Ross Perot”, you are wrong. It was (and brainwashed) police officers by the 
our Founders would have stated clearly actually JOSEF STALIN. A simple mis- millions UPHELD THE uLAW” in these 
what was on their minds? take! other countries, and went on to round up 

Why are our school children lied to by Perhaps as a last HURRAH in closing and execute 170 million of their own coun- 
Establishment educators about this? this section on U.S. citizens retaining trymen because they were told by their 
You know the answer, don’t you? Good their guns, we should heed the cry of a leaders that “to save their nation” they 
NW0 slaves will not need guns. And that recent victim of anti-gun legislation. In must do these things. 
is exactly what our children will have to 1990, a female student from Beijing, Red HOW COULD THEY DO THAT? Every 
look forward to if American Police Offic- China, described her parent’s last words time a nation’s officers have committed 
ers and National Guardsmen don’t say to her: such acts against their own people it was 
“NO” TO THE NEW WORLD ORDER. uTell the American people never to because of their deep patriotism that 

Here are several other statements lose their guns. As long as they keep they were easily brainwashed into be- 
about the importance of guns in the their guns in their hands, what hap- lieving these types of activities were in 
hands of the masses: pened here will never happen there.” their nation’s best interest. (Of course, 

(AMEN!) as mentioned earlier, these 170 million 
VLADIMIR I. LENIN: “...one of the people were labeled UCRIMINALS” of 

basic conditions for the victory of *** the state.) 
Socialism is the arming of the workers uBUT I WAS ONLY FOLLOWING OR- 
(Communist) and the disarming of the Thank you for another long, long day. DERS,” has always been the most popu- 
bourgeoisie (the middle class) .” I realize this is all repetition for most of lar “last words” of obedient government 

you readers-but not for the ones in officers. Lest we forget Nuremberg! 
GEORGE KEENAN, 1964: UPopular POINT! I have asked that it be retyped by UBUT, IT CAN’T HAPPEN HERE,” 

revolt against a ruthless, experienced these same hands as usual at the writing some will say. Let me tell you that it Is 
modern dictatorship, which enjoys a board because-ONCE AGAIN-IF “ONE” already happening here, and many offic- 
MONOPOLY OVER WEAPONS and CAN WRITE IT--“ONE” CAN CERTAINLY ers know it. It is now well known that 
COMMUNICATIONS,...is simply not a READ IT! ALL POLICE OFFICERS KNOW Governor Pete Wilson has just declared 
possibility in the modern age.” (U.S. THAT IT IS NOT THE GOODLY PERSON 500,000-plus good Americans to be ‘fel- 
conspirators already control the major WITH THE GUN WHO IS THE PROB- ens”- CRIMINALS OFTHESTATE-for 
communication sources, now they have LEM-IT IS THE CRIMINAL WITH THE not obeying his unconstitutional gun 
to-GET THE GUNS!) GUN-AND THE CRIMINALWILLALWAYS restrictions by March 30th of 1992. The 

HAVE A WEAPON!!. U.S. Congress, and some other states 
LEO TOLSTOY, 1893: uGovernments Please think upon these things for the and cities are in the process of doing the 

need armies to protect them against time is short for the revolution (turning same thing. REMEMBER, we already 
their enslaved and oppressed sub- about). May your revolution be in the spoke about how much easier it is to kill 
jects.n manner of steadfast reclamation of your armed “criminals”?, And so it hegins. 
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PEOPLE’S PROTECTORS department. I can’t tell you how impressed Bill of Rights. Take one home (Well, pay for 
ARE AWAKENING! I was with their expression of their love for it first!) and read it. You’d be surprised at 

their fellow Americans and their country. what you find. Plus it will be great for your 
Be Of good cheer! All over this nation They promised me that they would go kids’ future history papers. AlI we a& is 

Officers,Guardsmenandmilitai-yperson- forward from the Expo, study ad shaR that you se~&yourown soul md ques- 

nelareawakeningto thisoncomingplanned their knowledge and concerns with their tion yourself if you are upholding the 

disaster. Many are beginning to take a police colleagues. As the reader will soon people's rights, or are you upholding the 

stand against the NEW WORLD ORDER see, they did exactly that. Read below the Federal and State Legislative wishes? 
Bloodsuckers. They now understand that first published article written by these two 
if they do not side with the people, but allow grand American Police Officers, and ad- A. J. WRITES: 
themselves to be used to enslave the dressed to their peers. 
masses, they will become the ENEMY, As Officer Lewis said above, some people, 
KEEPERS, and EXECUTIONERS of their WE HAVE THE POWER including officers, feel that when a person 
own countrymen. uses the Bill of Rights as supportive mate- 

Officers A.J. Seitz and Mike Lewis rial to an argument on a social issue, then 
WILL OUR “OPERATION VAMPIRE Puyallup Police Department, WA that person must be a radical. Perhaps if 

KILLER 2000” PLAN WORK? you are pro-government control, I guess 
Mike writes: you’re right. However, were our founding 

WHO ARE YOU? fathers radicals against the English gov- 
By A. Rick Dalton When A.J. and I first informed people ernment when they were fighting for our 

that we were going to start writing an freedom? Since we arediscussingthe right 
Fellow Officer: HaveyoueUerconsid- article on the U.S. Constitution, we re- of the people to govern themselves, fellow 

ervzdjust who you are ? DO YOU =aZize ceived mixed responses. Some of our fel- officers label us “right wing extremists”. 
that you are the qhin blue line” be- low officers were sharpening their pencils This brings us to the First Amendment 
tweencitilizedsocietyand &~wlessness? preparing to write a rebuttal until they saw in the Bill of Rights: “Congress shall make 
YOU have been entrusted with the co& the piece (no, not A.J.‘s HK-91. I’m talking no law respecting an establishment ofreli- 
Zectiue right to seZfpmtectionfor thou- about the article.) The article was prima- gion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; 
sands of American citizens who depend rily written as an opening statement just to or abridging the freedom of speech, or the 
onyou. Pouandlare, inoutownsphem get the ball rolling and hopefully make press, or the right of the people to peace- 
of operations and influence, among the people probe into their beliefs and ideals. ably assemble, and to petition the govern- 
most important andpowerfulpeople on Several comments were made as to whether ment for a redress of grievances.” This has 
earth! we wore white hoods when we wrote the been said to be the cornerstone of all other 

We have had awesome (tlesponsibil- article. We neither support nor condone rights, yet this right seems to be constantly 
ity) gilren ti us, and we must deter the activities of the K.K.K. or any other under attack by politicians who owe a,lle- 
forget that we am, first and forwnost, similar organization. What we do believe in giance to special interest groups, as in the 
DEFENDERS, not PUNISHERS of the is the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of political correctness issue. This has obvi- 
people. We must honorand holdsacmd Rights. This is something that every officer ously irritated the citizens of this country, 
the God-given rights of thepeople which has sworn to protect and serve. Yet, it’s which can be seen by the recent elections 
we defend. And we must use OZL~ in- amazing the number of people, officers across the nation, where several special 
fluence, our discretion and sometimes included, that really don’t know what the interest politicians were voted out of office, 
our authority to protect these inalien- Bill of Rights contains and where it is and in our own state where term limita- 
able rights. applicable in the field of Law Enforce- tions nearly passed. 

*** ment. How many of you can recite the One of the reasons that the government 
first, second, fourth, fifth, sixth and the is in this state (excessive taxation, creating 

Our plan to shut down the eighth amendment if asked by a citizen? tighter government control, and any of the 
Establishment’s New World Order Slave These listed are primarily used in our other topics people complain about) is that 
State by re-educating and returning the profession. Of course, we all have some the people have little knowledge about the 
patriotic People’s Servants and Protectors idea that freedom of speech, religion and history of our government. One example is 
to the side of the People is working as we search and seizure are in there some- the Sedition Law. In 1797, John Adams, a 
speak. Here is z “’ e example: where, but most are not exactly sure what Federalist, beat Thomas Jefferson, a Re- 

else is in there. We all know that the publican, by three votes for the presidency. 
A PERSONAL TESTIMONY Constitution and Bill of Rights supersedes In 1798, Jefferson and Madison opposed 

all other laws. It gives the people the right an imminent war with France. The Feder- 
JACK McLAMB: Let this old cop relate to govern themselves as they see fit. It was alists, who had close ties with the pluto- 

one of many recent, memorable meetings our founding fathers’ goal to not have a crats (rule by the wealthy) in England, 
I’ve had with fellow patriot Police Officers totalitarian state such as England. How passed the Sedition Law. Bowier’s LQw 
and Guardsmen. I was a guest speaker at many of us have been dismayed over the Dictionary defines sedition as ya revolt 
the Seattle, Washington PrepurednessExpo passage of a new law, with the knowledge against legitimate authority, the raising of 
in 199 1, which drew a crowd of 5,000-plus that the act would not be practical on the commotions and disturbances in the state 
concerned Americans. At each of my talks street, or just does not sound quite legal? or advocacy or suggestion by,word, act, or 
there were many fine federal, state and All we do is bitch or enforce it unquestion- writing of public disorder or resistance to 
local police officers and military persons in ably. It goes no further than that. We as a the government.” The idea behind sedition 
the audience. I was privileged to meet a people (especially police officers) have a is that the government has the right to 
number of these good patriot Officers and great amount of power. Let’s begin to use protect itself against disgruntled citizens. 
to be able to speak with them after my it! We want you only to have anopen mind, This sounds great on the surface until YOU 
speeches. which for some will be tough, I know. Do remember that, as stated in the D&a&ion 

I recall in particular two Officers who something for yourself. LIFE M!AGAZZlVE ofhdependence, EMof Rights, and the U.S. 
worked as partners for the local police has aspecial Falledition soley based on the Constitution, the U.S. Government is a 



government of, for and by the PEOPLE. 
The first victim of thislaw was Matthew 

Lyons, a member of the Vermont Congress 
and reporter of a Vermont newspaper. He 
accused Adams of setting himself in a 
position of king of the people. Lyons soon 
found himself imprisoned, as did many 
other politicians, writers, and anyone else 
who dared suggest they could govern them- 
selves or speak out against Adams and 
fellow Federalists. Jefferson labeled the 
law as the “Alien Friends Act” and per- 
suaded Kentucky andvirginia to pass reso- 
lutions against the law. As the people of 
the New Nation began to see their new- 
found freedoms slip away at the hands of 
another King George, they began to rally 
against Adams, the Federalists and the 
Sedition Law. In 1800, Jefferson won 
election to the presidency by a landslide 
and Federalists slowly left, .apparently in 
name only. The citizens now lived in free- 
dom once again, but only for a short period 
of time. 

In the 1940’s, a group called the Ameri- 
can Firsters began to oppose President 
Roosevelt, the New Deal, the government 
ties with the Soviet Union and, in particu- 
lar, going to war with Germany. The FDR 
Administration, with help from a reporter 
from the Washington Post, entrapped 28 
people. Using an alias, the reporter or- 
dered books, pamphlets, etc., and had 
them sent to Washington D.C. The 28 
defendants were indicted, arrested and 
taken to Washington D.C. on sedition 
charges. After four years Chief Justice 
Laws stated, “This is a travesty upon 
justice,... case dismissed.” Although the 
government did not win the case, they did 
succeed in ruining the defendants finan- 
cially and in scaring anyone else who would 
oppose the current administration. 

On Feb. 16, 1988 at Fort Smith, Arkan- 
sas, the government again indicted 14 
individuals on sedition charges. After 110 
witnesses for the state, 1200 pieces of 
visual evidence, and 8 weeks of trial, all 
defendants were found innocent. 

The other tool the federal government 
uses is “conspiracy to commit RICO”. The 
only evidence required is for someone to 
say that they discussed a commission of 
a crime with another, just like in Orwell’s 
novel, 1984. Interesting! Just think, you 
can be imprisoned for thought crimes. 
This is not new. It’s been developing since 
the country started. If certain professional 
politicians had their way, they would con- 
trol everything. 

Another example is the media. We’re 
not saying that we support either of these 
professionals, but look at the difference in 
standards. During the Louisianagovernor’s 
race, established professional politicians, 
with a lot of help from mass media, suc- 
ceeded in lambasting David Duke’s cam- 
paign and yet the same media censored 
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Garry Trudeau’s editorial cartoon depict- “IF OFFICERS DON’T ENFORCE 
ing allegations of Dan Quayle and a DEA TREASON, IT WON’T GET 
file. Nothing obscene or disgusting, but an ENFORCED”? 
issue that the people deserve to hear. What 
happened to unbiased news??? This editor is humbled by the love and 

We realize these things are far removed devotion to “We The People” of the many 
from the issues we deal with on the street, federal, state and local officers and Guards- 
but you have to stop and think. If the men with whom I am in communication 
federal government tries to make these across’America. I am fortunate to be able 
terror tactics and harassment seem like to work and communicate daily with our 
“the end justifies the means,” it has to nation’s greatest assets-its Patriots. END 
make us justify any tactic we may use to 
make and arrest (or dare I say ‘A STAT”) no Officer Jack McLanrb, (Ret) 
matter what rights we may bend or break. Editor/Publisher, Aid Ba Abet Police 

Remember, we have the power to pro: Newsletter 
tect these rights that were given to us all, P.O. Box 8787, Phoenix, AZ 85066 
even to street cops. Those of you who have *** 

had I.A.‘s should know best. Citizens 
deserve no less protection of their rights Dharma, please allow us a rest break. 
than what you got, or at least what you Thank you. 
should have gotten.-END Hatonn to clear. When you next write 

we will consider: VAMPIRE KILLER 2000 IS 
(Note: Research materialwas taken from WORKING! 

the documentary videotape, Sedition USSA, 
by Video Truth Network, and the Fall issue l/1/93 #l HATONN 
of Life Magazine.) 

Remember these words spoken by an 
Editor McLamb continues: earlier’ Patriot: 

“...The case for individual free- 
You see, since most Cops are highly dom rests chiefly on the recognition 

patriotic, the truth about what is wrong of the tnevitabZe ignorance of all of us 
with Americacan spreadlikewildfireamong concernfng a great many of the fac- 
the ranks. And officers like A.J. and Mike tors on which the achievement of our 
who are definitely two Police Officers ends and welfare depends.” In the 
“Against the New World Order”, are start- ending as the work changes to more 
ing the fire in the bosom of their fellow “speaking” than “typing”-1 must have 
officers. I wish to commend and thank your”individual” attention now. Thoreau 
both these wonderful young officers for also left a good point: 
their patriotism and efforts to save our MNations are possessed with an 
nation. .As usual, they are taking a bit of Insane ambition to perpetuate the 
heat, but that is the price of liberty and true memory of themselves by the amount 
leadership today. As my friend, Col. Bo of hammered stone they leave. What 
Gritz, says.. . “If you’re over the target, you if equal pains were taken to smooth 
are going to take flak.” and polish their manners? One piece 

These Officers have since written other of good sense would be more memo- 
articles and are working hard to educate tvrbZe than a monument as high as the 
our colleagues in their state. Think of how moon. I love better to see stones Zeft 
many of our fellow Officers they will reach, In place.” [I too!!] 
educate and turn back to serving the People Let us return to the work in progress, 
of our nation. And then how many of the please, OPERATION VAMPIRE KILLER 
officers A. J. and Mike educate will in turn 2000; A U.S. Police Action. 
reach out to touch other Officers and Jack McLamb, I salute and honor you 
Guardsmen across their state, and other for your daring work. 
states. And so it goes and grows. We, 
who call ourselves “POLICE AGAINST Continuation of Quoting from said 
THE NEW WORLD ORDER” are growing document: 
in number as in a geometric progres- 
sion. Every patriotic officer whom we VAMPIRE KILLER 2000 IS WORKING 
.can awaken becomes a “force of onen 
that can have a great impact on many More than ever before we, as Police 
others, who will then have an impact on Officers, National Guardsmen and Sol- 
others. There are over 4,500 Police and diers, are learning the truth about 
National Guardsmen on our educational, America’s enemies and remembering 
Constitutional Aid &AbetPolice Newslet- whom it was we swore to protect and 
ter. We “ENFORCERS” have the poten- serve, the “SYSTEM” or the PEOPLE? 
tial of stopping this treasonous. global It was once said, “MAN CANNOT 
Government scam very quickly. Remem- SERVE TWO MASTERS.” Indeed, we 
ber. cannot! 
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BUT WHICH OATH?? 

This is a confidential letter from a 
government Officer that does not want to 
be identified. Therefore, we must write 
this message with this in mind. 

A federal officer, to whom we have 
given the code name “G”, told us re- 
cently that “G” was part of a new federal 
action team that was formed for a very 
important reason. “G” stated that this 
“action team” is extremely well trained. 
It is equipped with the newest technol- 
ogy and can respond to any type “emer- 
gencyD over a large area. 

((G’s” concern is that none of these 
“action teams” members across the na- 
tion has been given an oath of office. 
They have not sworn to protect any Con- 
stitution, people or government. This 
Officer wonders if perhaps these groups 
of highly trained men and women are to 
be used for something UNAMERICAN. 

Could it be that these men and women 
are to take another type of oath, possibly 
this one? 

uI solemnly affirm to exercise in 
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NATIONS’ LOPAtTY OATH. PATRIOTIC DUTY”. This Enemy has for 
years applied the same program of indoc- 

Could this be the oath that all U.S. trination to the Police Officers of other 
officers will take in the near future? Have nations, and with great success. They are 
some already taken it? Must we reiterate now convinced that our fellow Officers, 
what our illustrious traitor/President Bush having undergone a similar type of indoc- 
stated in front of the UN building Feb. 1, trination, will now make it work here in 
1992 , . ..that we officers would swear an America as well. Many Officers, if asked, 
oath to this “SACRED” organization in the would say THEY ARE WRONG! 
future?? What these One Worlders don’t under- 

(So we don’t appear biased, let us re- stand is that Americans are different from 
state that Clinton and Perot are NW0 clones, the “subjects” of collectivist empire na- 
and if given a chance would do the exact tions. The fact is, for generations we have 
same thing.) [H: Yes, I do concur. Perot tasted the elixir of something called per- 
would have helped you simply in “over- sonal INDEPENDENCE and LIBERTY, the 
whelming” the tied election machines. likes of which no other people in history 
He is a “buddy” (close) with David have ever known. Let us share with you 
Rockefeller-who is one of the very one of our favorite quotes from our 2nd 
HEADS of the NWO! If you read the President, John Adams: 
material we bring-you would NOT BE 
CONFUSED; we told you this from the CCPOU HAVE RIGHTS ANTECEDENT 
moment the man made the public scene! TO ALL EARTHLY GOVERNMENTS; 
Is he “evil”? I do not judgehe simply RIGHTS THAT CANNOT BE REPEALED 
believes what is happening is the way it OR RESTRAINED BY HUMAN LAWS; 
should be and the NW0 is number one in RIGHTS DERIVED FROM THE GRJZAT 
,priority-because he is an affirmed “in- LEGISLATOR OF THE UNIVERSE.” 
ternationalistn.] 

The Federal Officer above is not the first But of course the international “Elit- 
person that has informed us that the Oath ists” like Bush, Clinton, Perot, Kennedy, 
of Allegiance is being attacked. Several Rockefeller, Brzezinsky, Hammer, etc., have 
have reported changes. Some refer to a difficult time relating to this, due to the 
subtle changes in their State oaths that fact that most have never actually given 
have been appearing in recent months. All 100% allegiance to ANY nation. 
such attempts MUST BE CHALLENGED. Over the last 100 years these Interna- 

tionalists Ilk have slowly drained some, if 
PROTECTING “I‘HE SYSTEM” not all, of this patriotism and indepen- 

FROM THE MASSES dence out of some of our people. But, let 
them beware. They are in for a big surprise 

Recapping what we said earlier: In Com- if they think the majority of our people, 
munist countries the SYSTEM or GROUP inside or outside our government, are now 
is always held in higher regard than the ready for the harness of servitude under 
individual citizen. The alert observer will their “beneficent” ZMPERML UN. RULE. 
have noticed that America has now ac- DO YOU HEAR THAT, YOU INTERNA- 
cepted this same political philosophy. In a TIONALIST BLOOD-SUCKERS? Those 
truly free nation the INDIVIDUAL is pro- whom you think will do your dastardly 
tected over the group or the system. A biddings without question (Police, Na- 
Constitutional Republic is a system of tional Guardsmen and Military) give you 
governmentwhichprotectseachindividual, good warning: The battle to enslave the 
and thereby protects the whole. A Democ- American people is NOT WON! Not by a 
racy is Mob Rule. It protects the group or long shot! 
mob over the individual, crushing the indi- 
vidual, if necessary, to protect the group. A l/1/93 #2 HATONN 
Lynch Mob is a prime example of a Democ- 
racy.. . “The Lynchee does not want to get Continuing Quoting from OPERATION 
hung, the Lynchers want to hang the VAMPIRE KILLER 2000; A U.S. Police 
Lynchee, so they have a vote.” A perfect Action: 
Democracy! 

all loyalty, discretion and conscience You see, friends and colleagues, the ENEMY’S WORST NIGHTMARE 
the functions entrusted to me us a enemies ofour Republic, lurking inside our 
member of the international service government, have avery big problem. They Pushing hard for their vision of a collec- 
of the United Nations, to discharge assume that officers, after going through tivist, “utopian” New World Order, the 
those functions and reguZate my con- our U.S. socialistic/humanistic govern- behind-the-scenes controllers of Clinton, 
duct with the interest sf the United ment schools and government police acad- Bush and Perot undoubtedly have as their 
Nations onZv in view, and not to seelc emies, are now psychologically prepared to worst nightmare the prospect that you, 
or accept instructions in respect to do ANYTHING they are ordered to do, their ENFORCERS, might awaken and re- 
the performance of my duties from regardless, to protect “thesystem” from turn to the side of the People. Their plan 
any -qovemment or other authoriw the masses. As mentioned earlier, this is cannot succeed unless you will act with- 
external to the or.qanization.” UNITED always sold to them as “DOING THEIR out thinking, not understandinghow they 
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will manipulate and use you to implement 
their plan for world conquest. Think-about 
it: Whatever would they do, if you, because 
of your strong patriotism, decide to do 
nothing moxe than uphold your oath of 
service and protection to the People of 
America and JUST SAY “NO-3 What 
could they do? 

GREAT POWER IN YOUR HANDS 

Have you ever’ desired great power? 
Dear Officer, Guardsman, Soldier, you al- 
ready HAVE GREAT POWER!! The secret 
enemies now in control of America know of 
your great power, even if you don’t. That is 
why they will do anything to stop you from 
learning about your power. They cannot 
allow you to be awakened because they 
know that if you, our nation’s INTERNAL 
PROTECTORS, turn from being Enforcers 
of the SYSTEM, and return to being PRO- 
TECTORS of the PEOPLE, there is no way 
they can pull off their coup. 

“MAKE YOURSELVES SHEEP AND 
THE WOLVES WILL EAT YOU” 

This admonition is one given by our 
good brother and Right Honorable Top 
Cop, Professor James Jarrett of Phoenix. 
May it serve to lead us into the last main 
point we wish to leave with you-some- 
thing we hope you will remember above all 
else. 

As stated earlier, these treacherous In- 
ternationalists absolutely cannot accom- 
plish their goals without the nation’s En- 
forcers aiding and abetting their treason- 
ous, unconstitutionalmandates. But, they 
know also that, for the most part, if they 
can label certain patriotic Americans as 
“Criminals”, most of our fellow Police Of- 
ficers will respond accordingly and treat 
them as such. This is presently occurring 
in many areas. IRS Director, Donald Alexan- 
der, admitted to Congress 20 years ago, 
“We now have so many regulations that 
everyone is guilty of some violation.” 
Imagine what it’s like today. 

Another such attempt, is not only to 
label as “criminals” those who refuse to 
relinquish or register weapons of personal 
defense, but also all those Americans who 
wish to exercise their Constitutionally-guar- 
anteed right to dissent or speak out. Such 
as we officers have done in this publication 
and we do regularly through the Aid &Abet 
Police Newsletter. (Note: Aid 2%~ Abet Police 
Newsletter is available to Internal Protec- 
tors and private citizens by writing to P.O. 
Box 8787, Phoenix, AZ 85066.) 

There is ample evidence from testimo- 
nies of readers/ Officers from various parts 
of the country, to show that this move is 
already well begun. But, this labeling of 
good Americans as “criminals? cannot 
succeed without the full cooperation of the 

1 ,OOO,OOO-plus American Police Officers JUST WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS AND 
and National Guardsmen. HOW ONE OFFICER CAN HELP. 

Keep in mind the following: 

THERE IS NO WAY WE CAN LOSE IN 
THIS STRUGGLE TO SAVE OUR GREAT 
REPUBLIC, IF WE AMERICAN “INTER- 
NAL PROTECTORS” WILL DO WHAT WE 
MUST DO, AND THAT IS TO UPHOLD 
OUR OATH OF OFFICE TO PROTECT 
OUR PEOPLE FROM ALL ENEMIES. 

1) Startby sharing this publication with 
every Police Officer, National Guardsman 
and Soldier you know and ask them to do 
the same. Ordering a subscription to Aid 
and Abet Police Newsletter IS ANOTHER 
MUST so that you can communicate with 
other like-minded patriot Officers. Also 
there are very important seminar tapes 
that have much vital information. Through 
this exposure you will learn of many other 
fine publications, persons and groups that 
can help you grow. 

It does sound simple, does it not? 

SOMETIMES “DISORDER” 
IS GOOD 

As Protectors of the People, let us in- 
volve ourselves now and for the future in 
bringing DIS-order to the “New World Or- 
der” by committing ourselves this day along 
side Thomas Jefferson to this wonderful 
pledge: 

uI have swotn upon the altar of 
Almighty God eternal hostility against 
every form of tyranny over the mind of 
man’, 

For those of our brothers and sisters 
who have children, this very evening qui- 
etly steal in and look down into the small 
faces of your posterity and ask yourselves 
this question: Can there be a greater work 
than to save our natiofi for these little 
ones? Working together with our fellow 
countrymen, we can place the final stake 
through the heart of this Parasitic Beast 
that has gripped our once vibrant nation 
by the throat. In so doing, we will secure for 
ourselves, our children and grandchildren, 
a grand and marvelous future. 

[H: Yes indeed, Dharma and readers, 
I DO go back a long way and the clues are 
present in my “label”: George Ceres 
Hatonn-meaning George the “Dragon 
Slayer”, Ceres the Mother/Father en- 
ergy,speciflcallythenurturing~mother” 
manifestation of LIFE and Hatonn, one 
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NOTE: Secondary targets for this 
manual. All Fed., State and local Govern- 
ment officials, school board members, 
teachers, ministers, neighbors. [H: Read- 
ers of the LIBERATOR realize it k so 
controversial that we note ones slipping 
them into hiding, behind covers or liter- 
ally, reading by flashlight in automo- 
biles as you stand watch. When you 
realize that YOU ARE IN THE “RIGHT” -, 
AND YOU HAVE THE “POWER”-YOU 
WILL DISPLAY THE LOGO AT EVERY 
OPPORTUNITY-ESPECIALLY IN THE 
MANAGEMENT OFFICES AND HEAD- 
QUARTERS! YOU =VE THE CONSTI- 
TUTION OF THE‘UNITED STATES OF 
GLORIOUS AMERICA STAN.DING SUP- 
PORTBESIDEYOU! IFYOU,HAYEGIVEN 
OATH IN UNSUSPECTING MANNER TO 
THIS BEAST:YOU CAN UNDO IT 
THROUGH “FRAUDULENT CAUSE” IN 
THEFIRSTPLACEASUUNDERD~RESS” 
AND THROUGH “DECEPTIONAL PRAC- 
TICE” .] 

2) This next change will be hard for 
certain colleagues. But, trust us on this 
one. You must seek out those whom the 
government and the media have told you 
are the “Enemies of America”-those the 
government says are using the Constitu- 
tion to destroy our nation. We told you this 
would be a tough one! 

There are indeed grc ups that were set 
up to use the U.S. Constitution to destroy 
America, such as the ACLU. We speak only 

with the ONE LIGHT of Creator known of those Americans whom the government 
by the symbol of the sun and called and media “attack” vehemently. Those 
throughout manifestation as Aton. You who are presently risking incarceration 
may certainly, at any and all times, deny daily to try to awaken the American People 
me but in so doing do you also deny GOD to the traitors in our government. This is 
OF SOURCE! That is up to each of YOU the group that government and the con- 
for it most certainly shall not deter ME trolled media have labeled as “evil”, 
FROM MY PURPOSE OR MISSION.] ?razyR, “right-wing fanatics”, %iolence- 

pronen , “unAmerican”, “hatemongers”, 
HOW CAN YOU PLAY A PART “radicals”, etc., etc. Yes, these great 
IN OUR NATION’S RECOVERY? AMERICAN PATRIOTS are listed as “PUB- 

LIC ENEMY NUMBER ONE” by our govern- 
EACH OFFICER OR NATIONAL ment. Can you guess why that is? It is 

GUARDSMAN THAT WISHES TO BE- because they are the ONLY PEOPLE IN 
COME A PART OF THE RECOVERY OF OUR NATION who are fighting THE NEW 
OUR NATION MUST START WITH, EDU- WORLD ORDER. In truth, they are none of 
CATION. BUT, BECAUSE OF THE LATE- the horrible things our government and 
NESS OF THE HOUR, IT MUST BE DONE the media say they are. Trust your fellow 
QUICKLY. EACH OFFICER MUST KNOW Officers on this. until you have met those 
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great Americans yourself. If we are wrong, 
then you will know it very quickly. Is that 
not so? 

These wonderfully “crazy” Americans 
meet in small groups all across our nation 
every week, to non-violently plan and work 
to save our nation through education from 
the terrible tragedy of Internationalism/ 
Globalism and the likes. These people are 
not the wealthy. They, like police officers, 
are the working class. Theirs is the spirit 
that made America the greatest nation on 
earth! They have heart and they have love, 
and all of them love Freedom. But, make 
no mistake, they are not “weak”. If need 
be, they will indeed go to war against those 
who try to enslave them, their families and 
their fellow Americans. 

ATTEND MEETINGS. Go to as many of 
their meetings as possible and learn. Even 
though they may at first be suspect of you 
(as a government officer), get with them, 
and tell them you truly love America and 
want to be knowledgeable of what is occur- 
ring in your country and want to help. 
They will teach you, as they have taught 
the officers who have put together this 
publication, and many other American 
protectors. These patriots know our na- 
tion’s founding principles, know what went 
wrong and how to fx America. 

3) Officer, if you believe in prayer, do 
pray! Pray that the Lord will lead you as 
HE is presently leading many of your 
fellow officers to know what role you can 
play in the recovery of our nation. Your 
police colleagues give you this guaran- 
tee: If you are sincere, you will get an 
answer. 

4) Write to us. We are your brothers 
and sisters in law enforcement and we 
love you. We truly do! 

That may sound strange to you Ma- 
cho Cops, but we mean it. Those that 
know us know we mean it. Have you ever 
been in a foxhole with the bullets flying 
all around? Or in a commercial building 
on night shift, doing a burglary check 
when several big ‘Bad Guys” came out 
of the dark? Did you not love him who 
protected your backside? Get the point? 
You know exactly what we mean. Hon- 
estly, it is past time that we show our 
brotherly love for our countrymen. 

We’re here as your support. You’re 
going to need it if you decide to stand up 
for your fellow Americans. Write, let us 
know what is on your mind and in your 
heart. Some of us, your colleagues, have 
been through a living hell in order to 
keep serving and protecting the People 
from all enemies. Sharing the truth 
found in this publication with your fel- 
low officers will not be popular among 
some within your agencies. Remember, 
there is little you will go through that we 
have not already experienced. Let us 
help. Together, we are strong! 

THAT’S ALL FOR NOW! you swear to protect and you are re- 
quired to do so in the honor and name of 

It is indeed just that simple. STUDY a NEW WORLD ORDER fully intended to 
but don’t take all day about it. Go to bring you down into slavery. You are no 
those who know. Ifyou can’t find agroup longer a “nation under God, indivisible, 
of involved, knowledgeable, patriotic with liberty and justice for all”. You 
Americans, write to us and we will con- serve the Elite of the New World Order 
nect you with some fine Patriots in your United Nations under pure and unadul- 
area. terated EVIL-and there is NO FREE- 

America%gouernmentandthefree- DOM NOR JUSTICE TO ANY! Please 
dom ttgiuesam an acclaimed wonder think upon these things come to pass. 
throughout the world (or WERE). Why I would share one more page of print 
has our Constitution served us so for the maps are not new to readers nor 
well? The bedrock was the eprinciple is this “Hegelian Principle” which I will 
upon which it was founded” in the reprint herein. But I want you to mea- 
worldview of those who actually sure status against this New World Or- 
founded this Country. der Principle. 

BATTLE CRY THE HEGELIAN PRINCIPLE 

The most important quote in promot- Revolutionaries in government have 
ing this plan of recovery for our nation is created economic chaos, shortages in 
this one by Sir Winston Churchill. In a food and fuel, confiscatory taxation, a 
sense it is the Battle Cry of all FREE crisis in education, the threat of war, 
MEN. It is the battle cry of POLICE and other diversions to condition Ameri- 
AGAINST THE NEW WORLD ORDER, cans for “The New World Order”. 

The technique is as old as politics 
y Still, if you will not fight for the itself. It is the Hegelian principle of 

right when you can eastly win with- bringing about change in a three-step 
out bloodshed, if you will not fight process: Thesis, Antithesis and Synthe- 
when yourvictory will be sure and not sis. 
so costly, you may come to the mo- The first step (thesis) is to create a 
ment when you will have tofight with problem. The second step (antithesis) is 
all the odds against you and only a to generate opposition to the problem 
precariouschanceforsutUiva2. There (fear, panic, hysteria). The third step 
nuzy be a worse case. You may have to (synthesis) is to offer THE solution to the 
fight when them is no chance of&c- problem created in step one-change 
tory, because it is better to perish which would have been impossible to 
than to live as ~laves.~ impose on the people without the proper 

psychological conditioning achieved in 
END OF MAIN DOCUMENT EXCEPT stages one and two. 

FOR THE “APPENDIX” DOCUMENTS Applying the Hegelian principle, and 
AND “PLANS”. irresistible financial influence, concealed 

mattoids seek to dismantle social and 
These will also be included. They political structures by which free men 

represent only a tiny few in number but govern themselves-ancient landmarks 
point out the plans of those whose goal it erected at great cost in blood and trea- 
is to destroy America. Further, at the sure. 
ending of the re-printing there will be Their objective is to emasculate sov- 
information about getting the document ereign states, merge nations under uni- 
from Aid & Abet. Also note that you can versa1 government, centralize economic 
contact the LIBERATOR if you wish cop- powers, and control the world’s people 
ies ofthese issuespresented. The infor- and resources. 
mation will also be bound with other 
writings of current information into a SERIOUS CONFRONTATION 
regular edition of the PHOENIX JOUR- 

Officers, it matters not from whom NAL. IT IS PLANNED TO ABOLISH 
you get informed IN TRUTH-but if you MANY STATES-LITERALLY! 
are to save your nation-you MUST do 
so. Remember, YELLOW RIBBONS hang- STATES BEING ABOLISHED 
ing limply from fence posts and sad- 
dened doorways is hardly the glory meant Study the Constitution of your state. 
for a magnificent nation birthed as the You may find that your state Constitu- 
LAMP UNTO THE WHOLE OF MANKIND tion no longer describes the boundaries 
IN A WORLD SEEKING FREEDOM. of the state-effectively abolishing the 

You have been lied to, deceived and state. At last check, the only states that 
often brainwashed. You are being re- still lay out their boundaries in their 
quired to act AGAINST the very people Constitutions are Washington, Idaho, 
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Montana, North and South Dakota, Wyo- 
ming, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana, Nevada, 
Utah, Colorado, Kansas, Arizona, New 
Mexico and Arkansas, Mississippi, Ten- 
nessee, Alabama and Florida. (From 
Spotlight l/ 18/88.) 

Only the states marked with a slash: 
still retain state boundaries which are 
still specified in their State Constitution. 
When the State borders are no longer in 
the State Constitution, it is the signal 
that the State has lost its sovereignty 
(and its State Citizens). Now a CENTRAL 
GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN FORMED 
WHICH IS THE STEP INTO INTERNA- 
TIONAL COMMUNISM THROUGH THE 
UNITED NA?IONS-@t’AKE Up AMERICA! 

Vote Down Home Rule! THIS IS .A 
DESIGNED AND PLANNED POLITICAL 
REVOLUTION. This is being done 
through the ballot box to destroy our 
State Constitutions and State Govern- 
ments while we are kept busy fighting 
brush fires and fanning windmills on 
lesser matters of importance or of no 
significance. 

Obtain a copy of your present State 
Constitution and a copy of my (McLamb) 
changes ofyour State Constitution. Keep 
watch for attempts to remove bound- 
aries. 

The prohibition in both the State and 
the United States Constitutions are very 
clearly defined and impregnable. The 
only way that these changes can be made, 
of course, is to change the Constitu- 
tions. The perpetrators of Regional and 
World Government well know this. They 
well know that the STATE GOVERN- 
MENTS WILL HAVE TO BE ABOLISHED 
BEFORE THEY CAN FORCE REGIONAL, 
METROPOLITAN AND WORLD GOV- 
ERNMENT ON THE UNITED STATES- 
THIS HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE IN 30 
OF THE 50 STATES! 
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Order Blank 
. 

To order additional copies of Operation khlpirc Killer 2000 fill out and return the form 
below: 

NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY/STATE 

ZIP 
PHONE 
Title/Rank 

Gift Sender’s Name: 
NAME 
ADDRESS 

PHONE 
ZIP 

1 copy 
2-4 copies 

I 5-10 copies 
(Inquire about bulk rates) 

6.00 
4.00 each 
3.00 each 

I’ Send orders to: American Citizens 81 Lawmen Association (or AClA) 
I? 0. Box 8712 
Phbenix, Arizona 85066 
(f?S. This publicationavailable to private citizens also.) 

SUBSCRIBE TO AID & ABET 
POLICE NEWSLETTER 

This newsletter/periodical is written for our 

nation’s internal protectors; police officers, and 

National Guardsmen. A subscription for those 

officers so employed is $15 donation for six 

issues. Private citizens may subscribe for $20. 

Donation in U.S. Currency only, please. Out- 

side U.S. - add $10. to subscription price. 

Aid & Abet Police Newsletter 

f? 0. Box 8787 

Phoenix, Arizona 85066 

Operation Vampire Killer 2000 l? 0. Box 8712, Phoenix, Ariz. 85066 

TAPES AND VIDEOS AVAILABLE: 

Matiial Lurv in America 

Video (VHS) . . . . . . $22.00 
(P&H $2.00) 
Audio (two-tape set) . . . $8.00 
(P&H $1 .OO) 
Weaver Family & Federal 

Police Shootout 
Tape (audio) . . . . . . . .6.00 

Aid & Abet Police Newsletter 

I? 0. Box 8787 

Phoenix, Arizona 85066 

END OF QUOTING. 

(Editor’s note: Please also see the next 
three pages of information that are part of 
the OPERATION VAMPIRE KILLER 2000 
document’s Appendix.) 
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OFFICERS, h ere is the present government plan for disarming Ameribns, of ALL weapons. 

Diagram below taken from 
United States Arms Control & 

Disarmament Agency - Publ’ication 14 
Please read across 
from Left to Right. 

Note Stage I - US. and 
USSR Military - Large 

U.N. Peacekeeping - 
Small 

Note Stage II - U.S. 
and USSR Military 
Smaller 

U.N. Peacekeeping 
Increased 

~--_-. 

Note Stage III - U.S. 
and USSR Military 
GONE. 

IJ’.N. Peacekeeping 
has all Military. 
U.S. and USSR has 
only Internal Security 
Forces to qijiet sny 
who object. 

U.S. THREE-STAGE I 
DISARMAMENT PLAN 

This diagram certainly proves that P.L. 87-297 means 
what it says. 

State Dept. Paper 7277 compliments P.L. 87-297. Does 
7277 mean what it say?? Cer?ainly Senator Clark made it 
clear that it does. Read his-statement while discussing 
7277. 

Former Senator Joseph S. Clark of Pennsylvania stated on the floor -- 
of the U.S. Senate during debate on March 1,1962, that this program is 
“the fixed, determined and approved policy of the government of the 
United States.” 

Following are excerpts from State Department Paper 7277 
The United States Program for General and Complete Disatma- ‘other than those required to preserve internal order and for 

ment contributions to a United Nations Peace Force; 

. ..A world in which adjustment to change takes place in accord- 0 The elimination from national arsenals of all armaments, 
ante with the principles of the United Nations. induding all weapons of mass destruction and the means for 

In order to make possible the achievement of that goal, the their delivery, other than those required for a United Nations 

program sets forth the following specific objectives toward which Peace Force and for maintaining internal order; 

nations should direct their efforts: 0 The manufacturer of armaments would be prohibited except 
for those of agreed types and quantities to be used by the 

l The disbanding of all national armed forces and the 
prohibition of their reestablishment in any form whatsoever 

UN. Peace Force and those required to.maintain internal 

order. All other armaments would be destroyed or converted 
to peaceful purposes. 
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WORLD GOVERNMENT PLAN 

ALIEN,TROOPSTO 
POLICE U.S.A. 

Officers who think they will be at home watching over their own children and spouses are wrong. 

Once the NW0 is set up in the year 2,000 (just a couple of years away) you, officer, guardsman, 

and soldiers, will be in other countries (listed below). Foreign police troops will be guarding and 

enslaving your spouses and children in U.S.A. Here is the plan- 

.-w- 

--a 

62 

ko ir 
Y I 

: 

Y 

: 
.- 

ZONE LINES - (Copyright 1960. National Economic Council. In(.) 42 - - - REGION LINES 

Unired SrareJ troops to be artiioncd: 

. RcClO?r 12. Aubtrali~ 

RECIOX 32. Uruguay, Argentina 

RECIOY 5% Yugoslavia, Greece. 
Albania, Roumsnia, 
Bulgaria. 

REGION 58. 

REGION 75. 

REGION 85. 

Austria, Hungnry, 
Czechoslovakia. 

India, Nepal, Blutan, 
Tibet, E. Pakistan. 

Karak SSR, Turkmen, 
&beg, Tadrhik, 
Kirghiz SSR. 

This map, adopted in 1952 in Len- 
don by the World Associution o/ Par- 
tiamcnfariaru /or World Govcrnmtnt, 
shows what alien troops would occupy 
and police the six regions into which 
the United States and Canada would 
be divided. 

There would be a World Director. 
8 zone directors and 51 regional di- 

rectors. None of the zone or regional 
directors would ever serve in their 

own couotria. So an alien woulrl 
command troops stationed in thr U. S. 

and through them enforce World 
(;overnment law, and .ptevent Amer- 

icans from “sheltering behind na- 

tional allegiance.” 

The rulinp body or World l’arlia. 
ment would YconsiG only of appointed 
rnembzrs. It would r&xt population- 
strengths; so Asia would dominate it. 

Order complete text by sending $1.00 to: 

Betty J. Mills l 701 Sturm Ave. l New Haven, Indiana 46774 l Phone: (219) 749-1478 
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Activity Intensifies All Around 

The Pacific “Ring Of Fire” 
12/29/92 SOLTEC 

Good evening, Soltec present. I come 
with the Light of the Holy God of Creation, 
serving in this mission with the Host of 
God. Our work continues ever pressing 
this day as we watch and teach those who 
will hear. It grows tiresome for those who 
are working so diligently night and day, 
hardly having time out for the necessary 
personal tasks which must also be at- 
tended. The bombardment from all sides 
against you goes on unceasingly day in and 
day out. Yet, know that you are never alone 
and never more than a breath away from 
us. We understand the yokes which rest 
heavy upon you ones; however, even when 
it seems as though no more can be en- 
dured, a sudden energy comes upon you as 
you step forth in strength and bravery. 

You draw near the close of yet another 
of your years. In the coming days, many of 
you will find yourselves reflecting upon 
this past year. And when you contemplate 
all that has occurred, you will likely find 
yourselves wondering how you might have 
gotten through all the trials that were set 
upon you. You have come far, and you will 
go yet a little further. Fear not, for your 
strength shall be at hand when the de- 
mand is put forth, for strength is one of the 
greatest of the attributes that comes upon 
those who walk in the Light of Holy God. 
For the strength of God shall be your 
strength. 

In the past two weeks of your time, 
you have had manyseismic events upon 
your place, though you would have had 
to search long and hard to find out about 
them. These reports are purposely be- 
ing held back from you. But, neverthe- 
less, you shall know of them anyway. 

You have had earthquakes in: Indone- 
sia, Alaska, Oklahoma, just off the coast of 
Oregon, Japan, China and California- 
just to name those of greatest significance. 
There are literally thousands of small 
shakings daily on your planet, but the 
frequency of those of significant size is 
definitely on the increase. Not even your 
scientists would disagree with that. The 
areas of activity are also important and are 
being watched very closely, because most 
of the activity has been in and around the 
Pacific Rim area, which you know as the 
Ring of Fire. 

We have covered this information so 

many times in the past that, by now, many 
are becoming tired of the litany. Yet, we 
cannot seem to stress to you ones ad- 
equately enough to get your attention! So, 
if it means that you shall hear the same old 
stories over and over, then so shall it be. 
We have a mission, and that mission is to 
get you ones informed. Our mission is not 
to get you out of it, but rather to get you 
through it! If you get yourselves killed in an 
earthquake, volcano or avalanche, hurri- 
cane, tornado or flood, then we have not 
succeeded in “gettingyou through it!” So, 
we must continue to beat the same old 
dead horse in hopes that at least someone 
is paying attention. 

The Pacific Rim is only beginning its 
long-overdue upheaval. This is an ex- 
tremely geologically active area of your 
world, and changes are going to occur, 
period. It matters not whether you believe 
that the “Big Onen is coming or not. The 
fact of the matter remains that geological 
changes are ongoing in this place and are 
only going to increase-not decrease. You 
are in the stages of “warming up” at this 
very time. That is why so many occur- 
rences are taking place. 

There is a great amount of volcanic 
activity taking place in the depths of the 
Pacific Ocean and these activities are 
the reason for all the shaking and shud- 
dering (those that are not being caused 
by your Elite, that is). The tremendous 
energy that is released through the volca- 
nic actions of your world is greater than 
any of your sophisticated weapons that 
your world has been so proud of. This 
energy deep within the Earth has the abil- 
ity to literally move mountains, and that is 
precisely one of the things that is taking 
place. It is moving existing masses of land 
and creating new masses, both of which 
cause the existing masses to be displaced. 
When they get pushed, they have to go 
somewhere, and you have earthquakes. 
The magma deep within the Earth finds a 
channel to the surface and it comes out, 
and you have a volcanic eruption. 

The pressure exerted by the activity in 
the Pacific Ocean is causing stresses upon 
all land masses that come in contact with 
the Pacific Plate. You are, therefore, expe- 
riencing earthquakes in many places that 
are not necessarily part of the Pacific Plate, 
but are affected by the pressures exerted 
by this restless plate. 

For the most part, all the islands in the 
Pacific Ocean were formed by volcanic ac- 
tivity. Because this is still a geologically 
active area, you can know that more is- 
lands will be formed in a like manner. 
Others will be destroyed by the volcanic 
activity and will plunge to the depths of the 
ocean. It is your world’s way of renewing 
and regenerating herself. Likewise, all of 
your Pacific Northwest United States is but 
a chain of volcanic mountains-most of 
which are potentially volatile. I covered 
this matter in some depth just two weeks 
ago for you ones. [See pages 23-24 of the 
I.~/ 15/92 LIBERATOR.] You have a very 
serious situation in this area, one that 
needs to be considered at depth. There is 
a plate off of the coast of Washington and 
Oregon (the Juan de Fuca Plate), that is 
being squeezed between the Pacific Plate 
and the North American Plate. It is sub- 
ducting (diving beneath) the North Ameri- 
can Plate, coming in contact with the 
magma chambers of the volcanic Cascade 
Mountain Range and placing stresses 
against these magma chambers. The little 
shaker that was experienced just off the 
coast of Oregon last week should be a 
signal that something is building there. 
Should any of the major volcanoes in 
this area erupt, as did Mount St. Helens 
several years ago, there would again be 
major devastation. Should Mount 
Rainier, Mount Hood or even Mount 
Shasta rumble to life, what happened at 
Mount St. Helens would look like a Sun- 
day stroll in the park. These other 
volcanoes carry multiple times the en- 
ergy of Mount St. Helens. 

The same scenario is possible for the 
Indonesian lands and Japan because, in 
these places also, there are many sleeping 
volcanic giants that are showing signs of 
awakening. The numerous seismic events 
of recent in these places should also act as 
guideposts for those in these places. Any 
time there is that much increased geologic 
activity in one given area, you can know 
that it is merely the prelude to still greater 
things to come. 

Yet, in your world, you would rather 
ignore the signals that your planet is send- 
ing out to you. You ignore it, thinking that, 
by such action, the threat will simply go 
away. Ifyou do not pay attention to it, it will 
not affect you. Besides, it is not convenient 
to your lifestyle to pay attention to that 
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which is going on beneath your feet. You 
continue to build your cities and your 
homes on the most unstable areas of your 
planet and then cry when a natural event 
destroys these things. 

You build in potential flood areas on the 
banks of rivers and lakes because the 
scenery is beautiful. You build on hills that 
are subject to mudslides and avalanches 
because the view is so breathtaking. Earth 
human has never learned how to live in a 
balanced relationship with his environ- 
ment and, as long as he continues to defy 
such things, he will continually have his 
belongings destroyed by his own stubborn 
attitudes. His planet is giving him warn- 
ings of things to come and he chooses to 
ignore those warnings and, therefore, signs 
his own death certificate. 

Now, I suppose that Soltec will be ac- 
cused of being mean and cruel. Not so. My 
job is to get you woke up! If it takes getting 
a bit testy to get the message across and 
the job done, then so be it. Truth is Truth 
is Truth, and sometimes The Trrrth rings 
a little too close to reality and it becomes 
hard to swallow; but those that hide from 
their fears and The Truth will only live to 
face them another day. The longer you wait 
to face them, the greater will the struggle 
be. 

Not all have hidden from The Tmth, 

not all are living in ignorance, but far too allowed to return since, There may have 
many are still choosing to do so. It would been errors made with some-like the ‘chil- 
be our wish that all would awaken and look dren”‘? Did you further take note of the 
around without clouded vision and see Palestinian in his LEVI jeans and REEBOK 
that which is truly taking place. Most, sneakers, treading through the mud?? And 
however, sit glued to the television tube how many of you STILL THINK this is not 
and believe everything that they are being some set-up toward WAR? Well, when you 
told. The non-news is so full of lies and start a war in the LOCATION being tink- 
half-truths that no one could possibly know ered with NOW-you are talking Armaged- 
what is happening in your world if this is don, Just thought I’d point that out, 
your only source for information and cur- students of history. 
rent events. For this reason, THE PHOE- 
NIX LIBERATOR was born. You need a CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER: 
source of Truth, regardless of who is giving GORTON CASE 
it, for Truth will stand on its own. It does 
not require a judge and jury to prove it. A while back one Carl Gorton of Florida 
The more that is hidden from You-The- was arrested and incarcerated on what 
People, the greater the job shall become were presented to us as purely 
of those who work endlessly to produce unConstitutional causes. The ones who 
this source of information. And, they do petitioned in great numbers could offer no 
it with joy! financial assistance but pleaded with us to 

Let us bring this to a close for this involve the Constitutional Law Center- 
evening. The new year holds the promise which means the ones “here” pay the bill. 
of only more work and more trials for you Now, Mr. Gorton is still in jail-by his 
of Earth. The Elite are still the Elite, and own choice and at great continuing ex- 
you are still the People whom they intend pense to our ones here. There have been 
to control. Therefore, hold close to God myriads of inquiries as to the status of the 
and draw near unto His Host as we move case. I have to ask you to prepare your- 
ever closer and closer to the finale. selves for disappointments and, then, sit 

Blessings upon all those who will hear and THINK about what is going on here and 
and unto those who serve. Soltec to there-under the GUISE OF PATRIOTISM 
clear. Salu AND MARTYRDOM. Mr. Dixon has given 

hours of work into this case and instruc- 

Another Day, 
Another Charade 

tions which resulted in “good luck” (as 
stated by Mr. Gorton regarding the out- 
come, etc. “GOOD LUCK” doesn’t have 
anything to do with ANYTHING!) I would 
hope that you who, yes, DEMAND that 
“we” do something for ones you deem 
needy-that you check more carefully. 

I ask that we reprint Mr. Dixon’s letter 
to Mr. Carl Gorton as of yesterday. There 
seems to be no end to the bashing ones 
seem to think they are allowed while ex- 
pecting full gifting and immediate gratis 

12129192 #l HATONN no honor, no integrity and not a shred of service in unlimited measure. I honor Mr. 
compassion. What is NOW SAID is that it is Dixon for recognizing responsibility and 

WEINBERGER THE SONGBIRD believed “...we will have to go in and wipe out the games being played while the rest of 
the REAL target-BAGHDAD!! It is good that “Rome burns”. Thankyou, son, and I am 

Note the “new” song Mr. Weinberger is we already have troops close in the vicin- not only “not upset”-1 applaud your dis- 
singing: “It is incredible that we have some- ity!!!!” This statement was made through a cernment. To abuse something so pre- 
one like Walsh (prosecutor; IranContra “speaker” but originated with Brent cious as the CLC and the usurpation of 
LIEGATE) who has no limitation on funds Scowcroft! Of course, your honorable and time and meagre assets for self-aggran- 
and no limitation on tenure-this is VERY, ‘new” Secretary of State, Eagleburger, is dizement is hardly proper nor helpful to a 
VERY bad for the ‘Commonwealth’.” already over in the “dead zonen working out nation and citizenry in distress. The CLC 

It would appear to me that fmally Mr. a way to get credit for a nothing thing called is NOT a church and certainly NOT other 
Walsh is doing his job-you ones had better SALT II! Good grief, what are you doing-that than a Constitutional Center for the recla- 
DEMAND something be done to back this was bashed and destroyed long ago! One mation of same. Help for the helpless is 
man as a “Citizen’s movement”-because more treaty with your enemy and you are mandatory-but when honor is lacking in 
they are about to bulldoze you under the turf! through, America! NOTICE THAT ALL OF return-you must discern carefully and 
By the way, ’ Commonwealth” IS A TERM THE BIG CRIMINAL PLAYERS ARE assume responsibility. I know that you feel 
USED BY GREAT ENGLAND!! Caspar, the HEADED OUT OF THE U.S. RIGHT NOW!! strongly for the family in this instance- 
friendly Ghost, didn’t even use the TERM Happy NEW YEAR, AMERICA! but there will always be one who is inno- 
“REPUBLIC”!! cent of game-playing in every scenario to 

REEBOKS IN HELL confuse and distract. Hold the course- 
IRA0 “INCIDENT” you are fine. I honor you for the load you -. 

How many of you noticed that several of bear in seeming “aloneness”-1 can only 
Obviously your U.S. Administration has the “expelled” Palestinians are going to be hope that soon the burden can be more 
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generally shared. I also thank all of you demanding. I am returning all ofvour files tim-told vou otherwise. Can these 
who have contributed to that Law Center 
and to make help available-I think I speak 
in your behalf in that it is expected that 
good stewardship will be utilized in ALL 
INSTANCES. 

QUOTE: 

(From the Constitutional Law Center) 
December 28, 1992 

Mr. Carl Gorton 
C/o Lake County Jail 
55 1 W. Main Street 
Tavares, Florida 32778 

Dear Carl and Pat, 
In the past several weeks, I have per- 

sonally spent a great deal of time in the 
reading and studying of the material you 
sent and the necessary follow-up research. 
Additionally, Carl has made extra requests 
that I have gone out of my way to locate and 
attempt to verify. 

I personally searched the Supreme Court 
Building for the existence of certain plaques 
that were not there. I have made phone 
calls at Carl’s request and the called num- 
bers are no longer in service. I have main- 
tained phone contact with you and your 
wife as I can sympathize with your difficult 
situation. I have been there. 

Myself and everyone in the office has 
accepted your collect telephone calls, de- 
spite the fact you are continually calling 
and at times that we ask you not to call. 
You attempt to convert every telephone call 
into a lengthy discussion of “jurisdiction”. 
I have repeatedly told you we have no 
interest in that subject at this moment; we 
have researchers working on that issue 
and it is not my concern. 

to your wik and requestini you seek help defenses, aioffered by ones like Mullins 

from persons and/orentities located nearer and Freeman, etc., work? INDEED, but 
to you. they will be the first to tell you to KNOW 

We will accept no further phone calls, EXACTLY WHAT YOU ARE DOING AND 
but we do wish you the best of “luck” and DO IT FOR THE RIGHT REASONS! 
a Happy New Year. The Constitutional Law Center is under 

the microscope of every challenger in the 
Sincerely, U.S. and elsewhere. The purpose is not to 

play games for patriots who have quite 
C.E. Dixon openly broken the rules. The ‘charge” 
Director to the Law Center is to determine factors 

in play-maintain perfection in the in- 
END OF QUOTING. tegrity of the Institution and NEVER SIM- 

PLY PLAY STUPID COURT GAMES OF 
I can only again warn you ones who get QUESTIONABLE CAUSE. IFTHE LEVEL 

bits and pieces of information, set your- OF INTEGRITY IS LESSENED BY FOOL- 
selves apart by defying the “system” with- ISH INTERPRETATION AND ACTIONS- 
out remembering that you will”pay” in the SO SHALL FALL THE LAST HOPE OF 
corrupt system-then want miracles from FOCUSED CAPABILITY TO BRING THE 
God or brother-had best take careful scope LAW BACK INTO ITS PROPER PURPOSE 
of that which you do. It “sounds” good to AND PURITY. THERE ARE THOUSANDS 
gointoacourtonyourown, shout”Consti- OF INNOCENT‘VICTIMS” OFTHE COR- 
tution” and ‘jurisdiction errors”-it is quite RUPT SYSTEM-HOW DARE ONES 
another to get positive results-after you EFFORTING AT OWN GAIN AND A’ITEN- 
have deliberately broken those laws of the TION TO SORELY USE THESE BENE- 
land as set forth-right or wrong! It is one FACTORS. IT IS ONE THING TO DE- 
thing to take an action purely for the CLINE FOOD AS OFFERED-ITIS QUITE 
Constitutionality, patriotism or spiritual ANOTHER TO CHEW UPON THE HAND 
stance-andquiteanothertohaveplayed OFTHE GIFTINGPARTY. GOD NORTHE 
games for own gain hoping therulesyou LAW IN TRUTH WILL GO WHEREIN DE- 
WISH to utilize to shelter self will work NIED-PONDERTHIS CAREFULLY. YOU 
and, if not, at least the whole of the WHO ABUSE THE GIFT AND THE 
“patriots” will defend your right to act GIVER-MIGHT WELL HAVE ERRED. SO 
foolishly. God has, from the onset of BE IT, LET US MOVE ON. - 

Nora’s ZResearch Corner 

I did have the opportunity to talk with 
Pat last week a few hours before she was 
interviewed for your pre-sentence report. 

THE ARYANS -WHO ARE THEY? 
(Part V Of A Series) 1. The first time the word “Aryan” came 

to my attention was when it was used by 
This article will deal with the word and the “Nazis” in their propaganda of World 

This is an area in which I am an expert and meaningsof”Aryan”, how itsoriginal spell- War II - 1940 thru 194 1. I was in high 
I know I gave Pat some very good pointers. ing was changed and how later it came to school at the time. If the word had been 
I later learned that your expected sentence be interpreted differently, and including critical to, or indigent of, the people in the 
of several years may result in a much some historic dates. If you study the U.S. of A. you would have thought it would 
shorter period of time to serve-and I hope following you will see the DIABOLICAL, have come to my attention during my edu- 
my advice played amajor pax-tin this “good subtle, and conflicting use of meanings cation! It did not. Therefore, when it did 
luck”; however, you may not consider this and words applied to acontrolled populace come to my attention it was totally new to 
to be good luck. I have the impression - (1) controlled through media propa- me and I was mostly at the mercy of the 
you want to serve several years in prison ganda and lack of access to truth, (2) propagandists. My parents had received 
for some martyr cause, and I do not controlled by “language lawsn which pre- an education in the early 1900’s which 
agree with this. I am not interested in vented the general or easy discussion be- took them up through the 6th and 8th 
helping people STAY IN prison. tween people and therefore drastically lim- grades. The word “Aryan” was new to 

In addition, based upon Pat’s promise ited communications, (3) controlled by poor them also. It was a “new” word to most of 
to me of sending $500.00 to pay for a or no education, (4) controlled through thecitizensofthe U.S. ofA.-at least those 
research brief, I retained and put to work manipulated traditions or religious laws or I was in touch with! Most of us who were 
one of our best researchers. You now tell pride of race or related “psychology”, and Ywhite”, and considered ourselves of the 
me that you stopped Pat from sending this (5) controlled by “secrecy” - those “el- “white” race, were totally unfamiliar with 
money and you only want to send half now evated ones”, acting with the secrets in this word! 
and half some time later. Please, do not their possession, manipulating the trust- 
send ANY monies, and ifyou do I will return @g and ignorant masses. 2. It troubled me as to how the German 
it to you. This office cannot afford to supply I’ll list a few of my observations for your people in W.W. II were influenced to call 
you with the individual attention you are consideration: themselves “Aryans” by the “Nazi Party”! 
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From what we can gather from the propa- 
ganda, it was a back-lash against the 
“Semites” who they believed had taken 
over control of finances and industries in 
Germany. The “Aryans” came to be the 
opposition to the “Semites” through the 
propagandists. It was never clear where 
the word “Aryan” came from or why the 
~Germar& identified with it. Historians, 
who could not scientifically prove there 
ever was an “Aryan” race, would say that 
“Aryan” meant all of the “white” race. 
Other historians would try to identify 
“Aryan” with Indo-Europeans and espe- 
cially Asian words for “noble”, etc. 

3. A historical perspective may be help- 
ful here: 

a. The Khazars had “converted” to Ju- 
daism in 747 A.D. This was a period when 
the Christian religion was established and 
powerful but no longer under the Roman 
government, a time when the “Jews” were 
dispersed throughout the then-civilized 
world, and a time of the ascendancy of 
Mohammed’s religion. The Khazars were 
already a strong, wealthy, aggressive people. 
They could have adopted or “convertedn to 
any of the three major religions. They 
publicly chose Judaism. Many Khazarian 
individuals chose or appeared to choose 
other religions as well. In fact the Indo- 
European area is one of many different 
religious groups. 

b. Grimm’s Law was printed (we are 
told) in 1822 A.D. Therefore, the effect of 
this law had done its work during the time- 
when education was not a mass move- 
ment, and the rulers had unlimited con- 
trol. This “Law” was devised by persons 
aware of the ancient knowledge and records 
found beneath the pyramids - and not 
made available to the general public. What- 
ever this “knowledge” was it was obtained 
before Jakob Grimm died (1863), if Jakob 
wrote about it. Grimm’s law was also 
supported by the governments of all those 
people affected by it. (America, and the 
English-speaking peoples were inadvert- 
ently affected through our usage of the 
English language. It was the monarch of 
England who made the “choice” for us!!) 

c. The increase in knowledge contin- 
ded. There were many archaeological digs 
and discoveries from here on out. There 
was also much traffic in the private “pur- 
chase” of ancient documents and artifacts 
by wealthy individuals, museums, and the 
Vatican; and much delay in sharing infor- 
mation with the public, when it was shared 
at all. If you read my earlier LIBERATOR 
article titled, ‘Aton and Akhenatonn, you 
know that the digs at Tel El-Amarna in 
I897 established that uAkkadian” (North- 
ern Babylonian) was the lingua franca at 

the time of Akhenaton; that =Hebrew” was 
a form of “Akkadian”; that there was no 
record of the “Hebrews” in Egypt or Pale& 
tine prior to Akhenaton in 1375 B.C. (long 
after the so-called Biblical time of Moses); 
and that the (LHebrewsD (the Habiru) ap- 
peared to be a band of mixed lineage and 
paid mercenaries, mercenaries known to 
have lived and fought around Babylon as 
well as Assyria, Palestine and Egypt, and 
paid by the ruling and/or wealthy land- 
owners. 

Therefore, it would not be too surprising 
to learn that the Khazars, who had “con- 
verted” to Judaism in the 8th century, 
were now looking for a new angle, at least 
by the time of the find at Tel El-Amarna in 
1897, but probably much earlier. 

I say this because of other historical 
events connected to the “Jews”. There was 
their involvement in the French Revolution 
in 1776 and the development of the Zionist 
movement prior to 1897. There have also 
been continuing archaeological finds 
throughout the 19th century. 

Further, the most recent archaeologi- 
cal find regarding the “Israelis”, purported 
to be the earliest yet (1212 - 1202 B.C.) 
according to Frank Yurco in the Biblical 
Archaeological Review Magazine [see my 
article titled, “Hebrew - Akkadian”], es- 
tablishes that even this group of people 
were under the leadership of a Hittite! 

Do you know that the Hittites were from 
the land of the Khazars? Is it possible that 
the “ruling class” of the “Hebrews’ were 
Hittites?! Whether they were or not, it 
would be very easy indeed to establish a 
strong historical link. 

In hny event, it was near the time 
that the “Hebrew Myth” crumbled (in 
1897 for the Tel El-Amarna digs, and ear- 
lier for digs in Egypt and Mesopotamia) 
that the “Aryan Myth” began to take 
shape. It really “took off’ in the 1920s 
during Hitler’s political rise to power and 
the discovery of more Sumerian Seals in 
Mesopotamia although the stage had been 
set for it by Grimm’s Law! (Mesopotamia 
included much of present day Iraq.) 

d. There were many Sumarian cunei- 
form documents and seals discovered in 
Mesopotamia (AKA Hatti, Catti, Hittite and 
later Gedae or Gothland - names used for 
the area by Waddell) in the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries. Hatonn has shared 
some of the findings from this Sumarian 
material and said that the Sumarians 
(Southern Babylonians) were overcome by 
the “Hebrews”, who then took over the 
Sumarian culture and reworked it to “fit” 
their own. 

A fact strongly supporting the above 
has to do with the story of “Noah and the 
Flood” which, according to Ussher’s chro- 
nology of the “Authorized” Bible, occurred 
about 2348 B.C. and isalmost thesameas 

the story found on the SUMARIAN SEALS 
(AKA, SUMERIAN, ETC.). Many of these 
seals are &l undeciphered in the British 
Museum, Berlin Museum and in Baghdad 
(the previous location of Babylon). 

However, it is known that the Sumarians’ 
account PRECEDED the Biblical account 
of the Flood! Also their disappearance from 
history has long been a question. (The 
above means that the true teachings of 
wisdom in the Old Testament came from 
the Sumarians, excepting the later proph- 
ets or teachers, although their books have 
also been considerably reworked.) 

Babylonia (AKA Mesopotamia, Iraq, etc.) 
is the former country located between the 
Euphrates and Tigris Rivers - its bound- 
aries changing with the rise and fall of its 
fortunes. There was a country called 
Babylonia and a town called Babylon - 
taken from the word Babi-ilu, meaning 
“God’s Gate”! Therefore, it is fair to expect 
we would be, through archaeological finds, 
learning about former visits of “God” to 
this Earth at such an ancient place called 
“God’s Gate”. It is also fair to expect that 
the Adversary would try to prevent the real 
truth of the matter from surfacing; and try 
to garner any benefit or advantage possible 
from the information. Hatonn has said 
that one of the secret reasons for the bomb- 
ing of Baghdad in the recent “Desert Storm” 
war was to obliterate the remaining 
Sumarian Seals held there. You will recall 
that during this war many very ancient 
churches were blown to smithereens! I will 
be having more to say later about God’s 
visit at “God’s Gate”. 

e. The “historiansA deciphering some of 
the seals are IW)W (since 1925 at least) 
trying to equate the Sumarians and 
Akkadians with the UAryansn through a 
play on the Indo-European words for 
“noble” and “venerable”. (See Waddell’s 
works in the Bibliography at the end of this 
writing. A large part of this work was done 
at the time of the rise of Nazism. Although 
the material used was found in earlier 
archaeological digs, and/or available from 
museums and private collections, accord- 
ing to Waddell.) 

Mr. Waddell’s works are worthy of your 
review. I will be quoting him later in regard 
to “God’s Gate”, etc. Just be discriminat- 
ing in your reading. We know there were 
Sumarians and Akkadians. I will show 
below that they cannot be equated with the 
“English” and “Low German” word 
“Aryan” in the way we thought. I don’t 
know whether Waddell was familiar with 
Grimm’s Law. It is not mentioned in his 
work. Mr. Waddell’s books can be obtained 
from The Omni/Christian Book Club, P.O. 
Box 900566, Palmdale, CA 93590. 

I have no problem accepting that there 
were some truly “noble” and ‘venerablen 
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visitors to our earth, or that they may have 
generated some families. I have a great 
deal of trouble identifying the words for 
‘venerable” (“ariyan in Persian) or “noble” 
(‘aryan in Indian-Sanskrit) with the word 
“Aryan”, and/or applying it to a race. The 
true meaning of “noble” carries with it the 
idea of truth, goodness and wisdom. Do 
the actions of the persons claiming to be 
“noble” fit the description? I know of no 
entire =noblen race on this Earth - except 
as a potential - unless it may have been 
the former occupants of Sumaria! 

If “Aryan” does not mean ‘whiten, and 
neither does it mean “noble”, as far as a 
“race” goes, what does it mean? 

Take the English word “Aryan” and 
reverse it to the original Indo-European 
word via Grimm’s Law! The pertinent part 
of Grimm’s Law is repeated here for you. 
The complete reference is found in Part III 
of this series. If you search out the refer- 
ence yourself at the library do not expect to 
find this exact reference in Webster’s or 
Random House dictionaries. Go to the 
comprehensive Oxford English Llictioruuy 
which gives the best summary of Grimm’s 
Law: 

“...the z which according 
to the ylaw” results from 
the S is, except in Gothic, 
normally represented by 
R”. 

In Part II of this series I reviewed the 
interchangeableness of the letters l and 1 
as it is shown among various authors, 
scholars and languages. Below is an exer- 
cise using the word “Aryan” and the above 
quoted law and rule, in an attempt to 
discover the original word from the Indo- 
European languages: 

ARYAN: The word given to us in the 
English language. 

ARIAN: The Word with the 1 and Y_ 
interchanged. 

AZIAN: The same word in the Gothic 
language. 

ASIAN: The same word in.“Indo-Euro- 
pean” 

I cannot tell you whether the Indian 
(Sanskrit) and Persian words of “Arya” 
and “Ariya” a Grimm’s versions or the 
“original” words. Grimm’s Law affected 
these languages, and the “original” words 
would most likely have been something 
other than the translations we are now 
given. In my opinion, if”Ariya” and “Arya” 
are the original words in Persian (Iranian) 
and Sanskrit, with their purported mean- 
ings, then there is a strong possibility that 
the English, Low German, and Greekwords 
were deliberately altered in order to cor- 
respond with them. 

If “Ariya” and “Arya” are not the origi- 
nal words in their respective languages, 
then they also could be reversed to the 
original “Indo-European” and be some- 
thing else than what we are led to believe. 
I am not a philologist. . I do have a small 
Sanskrit Dictionary. The one version of 
“Arya” found therein means “a metre”! 

That the Indo-European/Asian Lan- 
guages were given the English name of 
“Aryan” about the time of Grimm can be 
confirmed in a good Etymological dictio- 
nary or encyclopedia with appendices re- 
garding same. The proper term “Aryan 
Languages” applies to a very great many 
languages - such as one might expect 
from “&“! 
Why didn’t people know about that? Be- 
cause we still used the word “Asia” for the 
area and the word “Aryan” was only a 
“professional” term used among philolo- 
gists to begin with. Later it came to be 
accepted as the term for languages of the 
“white race”, or Indo-European languages. 
Indo-European is aver-y misleading term in __ - 
many ways. It replaced the former name of 
Indo-Iranian, an areaimportant to, but not 
truly representative of, all of Asia. What 
happened here, in my opinion, is that 
the Khazars found a new 5nythn with 
greater potential for world domination, 
but also one they could manipulate in 
many ways. 

this. 
Recall the various earlier interpretations of 
‘Aryan”: 

1. Indo-European languages or lan- 
guages of the white races. (since Grimm, 
1822); 

Ones must ask themselves: who were 
our professional philologists, intelligence 
services language decoders, =advisors” to 
the President, and on and on at the time 
such a fraud as the term “Aryan Race” 
(meaning ‘Master Race”) came to be per- 
petrated upon the world? Surely President 
Roosevelt, for example, was advised of the 
true meaning? So -who reallv was behind 

2. Of Japhetic stock, which cannot be 
proved (according to Lamed’s History, 
1901). Japheth’s people settled in the 
Caucasus Mountains area, per Biblical 
accounts. 

3. Originators of the Vedas (which 
cannot be proven). 

Does it seem like just a COINclDENCE World War II 3 (Please see reference to ‘The 4. That word’s possible connection to 
to you that ASIA is where the Sumarians Institute for Historical Reviewn in the Bib- =noble* or “venerable” in Sanskrit and 
came from, or that ASIA is the word every- liography for research works on this issue, Persian (according to Waddell, 1925 and 
one generally used for the area? Please as well as the PHOENIX JOURNALS on the 1929, as well as others). 
note also: the word used by the Asians back page.) 
(including Indo-Europeans, Goths andYid- It was a titled Englishman, Sir William 5. My American College Lktionury, pub- 
dish-speaking people) remained more or Stephensen, who directed our (the U.S. of lished in 1962 states that “Aryan” means: 
less the same in their language. It was the A’s) intelligenceoperations(with Roosevelt’s 1. a member or descendent of a pre-his- 
English-speaking people and the Low Ger- blessings) from New York City during World toric people who spoke Indo-European. 2. 
mans, as wellas Greeks and Indians, whose War II. Mr. Stephensen is, or was, a (in Nazi doctrine) a gentile of Indo-Euro- 
words were most RADICALLY ALTERED member of the Committee of 300, our pean stock. [Sanskrit - Arya, name by 
(by Thulians and High Germans). “Elite” (another word for ‘upper class”) which the Sanskrit-speaking immigrants 
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world controllers. (Ref: Conspirators’Hier- 
archy, 7’he Story of 7'he Committee of 300, 
by Dr. John Coleman.) 

For those of you who have not read all of 
the PHOENIX JOURNALS or don’t know 
about Hatonn’s words on the subject of the 
?Semitesn, I will summarize. Semjase was 
the father of&l the White race. He was the 
Guardian Angel of God. God is Light, not 
white. All humans are fragments of God’s 
Light whether they incarnate in a white or 
black or some other colored body. They are 
fragments of Light, experiencing on earth. 
Semjase was the father of Adam, and the 
later white races that came through Adam, 
including Noah and Sem. 

Sem was white, as was Noah and his 
other sons Japheth [who was the epony- 
mous ancestor of the Khazars (Ashkenazi 
Jews)] and Ham. The entire situation has 
been twisted and changed from the truth! 
All whites are Semites (that is, from 
Semjase). They may have originated from 
the Asian/Indo-European area of the 
planet, and therefore also be Asian in that 
sense. However, the word “Asian” relates 
to a continent and covers many Oriental 
“race$ as well, who have their own begin- 
nings. It would not be wise at all to equate 
the present, confused understanding of 
the word “Aryan” with what we now mean 
by “Asian”. 

If you have read Parts I through IV of 
this Series you know I have speculated 
about whether the people of the world were 
somehow being prepared to, for example, 
accept the “Elite” as the “Master Race”. 
I’m sorry to tell you there & indication of 
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into India called themselves.] 7. Random House Llictionary of the En- 
Note -that there are several things to gZishLanguage, 2nd Edition (1987): “Aryan: 

consider in the above dictionary explana- . 1. A-member or descendent of the prehis- 
tion. Item 1 tells us the “Aryans” were a 
member of a “pre-historic people who spoke 
Indo-European”. The “Indo-European” 
languages are many, many in number, 
therefore this statement is totally without 
any definitive meaning or value. Further, 
we know, since the digs at Tel El-Amarna, 
that Akkadian, was the lingua franca of 
Akkenaton’s time (1355 B.C.) including all 
the people from Egypt to Babylonia. It is 
not even listed in the most recent chart of 
“Indo-European” languages in Webster’s 
Di&onury, which has a listing of “ancient” 
languages! 

According to item 2, the idea given by 
“Nazi” doctrine was that an “Aryan” was 
a “gentile” of Indo-European stock! This 
means, of course, they were not “Jewish” 
or “Semitic”1 The problems here, too, are 
voluminous. There are manv persons who 
are “Jewish”, especially those of the 
Ashkenazi group, and yet m “Nordic”. 
There are also many who were not “Jew- 
ish” who are Indian or even Mongokz within 
the “Indo-European” languages. We are 
given an impossible meaning which mixes 
“race” with “religion” and *language” as if 
they could be equated somehow. 

It is not the first time in history that this 
has been done. “Hebrew” and “Jew” is a 
primary example. There is no “Jewish” race, 
only those who follow *Judzsm”I 

In item 3 we are told that “Arya” was the 
name +he “Sans’krit-speaking immigrants 
into India called themselves.” Whv was this 
entire group of languages narned after Yan- 
skit-speaking people?! Sanskrit has to be 
one of i-he least vvell-known or used lan- 
.i 2ages 61 * all of them, and especially so in 

&22! Yet Akkadian is no longer mentioned, 
&hough it was indigent to the “Indo-Euro- 
pean” area. (Keep this in mind as we go 
along.) 

“Indo-European” is the name of an 
area located between India and Europe, 
formerly called ‘Indo-Iranian”. Through 
the application and acceptance of the 
name “Indo-European” for *languages 
of the white race” and/or “Aryan”, the 
term “Indo-European” has come to be 

controlling factor of the languages of the 
Europe and India, plus all of Asia! And 
now some dictionaries call & a *pre- 
historic language” instead of a place 
(when there was not just a single lan- 
guage), and/or a race (when the‘re were 
more than one). Truth has gotten “lost” 
in the fast shuffle of purposeful decep- 
tion! 

6. Webster’sDictionary ( 1986) includes 
other meanings. The a hypothetical 
Arvan” means a u member of the upper 
classb. or ‘Nordic “. (Underlining mine - 
Nora.) 

toric people who spoke Indo-European. 2. 
(in Nazi doctrine) anon-Jewish Caucasian, 
especially of Nordic stock. 3. (formerly) 
Indo-European 4. (formerly) Indo-Iranian 
. . . Also, ARIAN. [1785-95; <SKT arya of 
high rank (adj.), Aristocrat (N.) + An.]” [N. 
- the symbol u<” means “descended from, 
borrowed from” in this dictionary.] (Un- 
derlining mine - Nora.) 

Please note: It is now (1987) said that 
the Sanskrit word “arya” was “borrowed” 
in 1785-95 A.D. It is the word which is now 
being said to carry the meaning of “high 
rank”, or *aristocratA. These two mean- 
ings cannot be equated with noble, unless 
you understand the word noble to apply to 
all of the wealthy and ruling class. How- 
ever, it is very confusing to call the “Ary- 
ans” a race, and then use the same term 
for *aristocrirts”. One wonders how hard 
the English, American and “Low German” 
soldiers would have fought in World War II 
if they had known all of the above! 

8. I have two charts of the “Indo- 
European” Languages. One found in the 
Random House Dictionary, and the other in 
Webster’s Both list an incredibly large 
number of languages under “Indo-Euro- 
peanb. It is important that you consider 
this fact very carefully, for the ones ma- 
nipulating the meanings and words in all of 
these languages, as well as obsoleting and 
creating many words, wield a great power 
that is little realized by most people. I will 
let the editor decide which chart to use, 
they are probably too large to include both 
with this article. These charts give some 
hint as to the scope, in time and in popu- 
lation, of the effect of Grimm’s Law. 

(Editor’s note: Both are included. The 
Random House Dictionary chart is onpage 
21; the Webster’s Dictionary chart is split 
over pages 22 and 23 because of its size.) 

For example: 

a. ,In the Random House L3ictionary, 
under East Germanic language there is 
“Gothic” listed with an asterisk. The ex- 
planation of the asterisk is that “the lan- 
guage is extinct”. Imagine that, when it 
was going strong in 1822 at the time of 
Grimm! [N:- It is wonderful how control of 
the media helps cover your tracks, and 
changing or obsoleting some words can 
change history!] “Gothic” is amentioned 
in Webster’s chart! The word “Gaul” takes 
the place of ‘Gothic”. ‘Gaul” of course 
included France and Germany within the 
old “Holy Roman Empire”. 

b. In the Webster’s Dictionary chart we 
find “Old Norse” listed in the “Germanic 
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languages”, and you thought there was 
some difference between them? The 
*N~rman~~ “Old Norse” and ‘Vikings” all 
mean the same thing, and come from the 
same predatory stock! 

c. Note also that ENGLISH is shown as 
a WEST GERMANIC language! That fourth 
Opera of the Ring (Wagner’s), is getting 
close to the finish when the New World 
Order becomes Germanic! (See Part I of 
this series for more explanation.) 

d. Yes- there is mention of the Hittites, 
down at the bottom of Webster’s chart. 
They are grouped with the ANATOLIAN 
languages! ‘Anatolia” plays a part in the 
rise of Hitler, our next subject. You will 
also notice that the “Akkadian” language 
is not mentioned. “Anatolia”, including 
the “Hittites” takes its place! (History is 
repeating itselfl) 

Because we were told in the Random 
House Dictionary (1987) that the Sanskrit 
word, “Arya” was uborrowed” in 1785-95. 
I thought it might shed more light on 
history if some of the events of that time 
were included here. They all bear a rela- 
tionship to each other, although it may not 
seem so yet to everyone: 

1762-1796 

Catherine the Great was Empress of 
Russia. She annexed the Khanate of the 
Crimea (Gothland) to Russia in 1783 - 
taking it away from the Ottoman Empire, 
but now including the remaining urecog- 
nized” Khazarian Empire within Russia. 
Catherine was of ‘upper-class” German 
stock, as were the four previous Czars. The 
Crimean area became an autonomous Re- 
public of the Soviet Union! Many quarrels 
amongvarious rulers preceded Catherine’s 
actions, and included areas of the lower 
Danube River known as part of Anatolia or 
Moldavia and Wallachia at that time. The 
problems centered around the ‘haves” 
and the “have-nots”. According to The 
Columbia History of the World, page 6 16, 
the AYANS, who were the wealthy, absent 
landlords, provoked arebellion which ended 
in the murder of Selim, ruler of the 
Ottoman Empire. I quote: “Nearly twenty 
years were needed by Selim’s successor, 
Mahmud II, (1808- 1839) to undercut the 
power of the AYANS of Anatolia, the so- 
called Derebew or “Valley Lords”, and 
to win over the religious authorities.” 
(Emphasis mine - Nora.) ,..L_ 

You may recall from Part IV of this 
series that Jakob Grimm was a “friend” 
of Catherine of Russia: Also, need I say 
more about the relationship of the war-d 
“Aryan& to the =Ayans” and/or “upper 
class’l? 
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INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES 
(Webster’s Dictionary) 

LANCUAGBS AND MAJOR DIhLRCTi~ 
BXANCH GROUP 

MEDIBVAL MODRRN ANCISNT 

aartern Europe 

Iceland 
Faaroe islanda 
Norway 
Sweden 
Den mark 

German Switzer- 
land X:stria 

Cerma’ny, oartern 
Europe 

Northern Germany 
Netherlands 
“,~i ~~~~ 

Notfterlands, 
Cormrny 

England 

Gothic 

Old Norse 
Eart 

North Icelandic 
Faeroese 
pfTi; lan 

‘fi 
Dinioh 

German 

Yiddlrh 

We8t Old High German 
Middle High German 

Old Saxon e 
Middle Law Grrmati 
Middle Dukh 

Middle Flemish 
Otd Fritian 

Dutch 
&tkkcyhns 

Frisian 

English Old English 
Middk English 

Conti- 
nental 

Goufish CIUI 

Brythonic Old #Velsh 
M iddk Welsh 
Old Cornish 
Middle Btrlon 

W11ee 

Cornwall 
Brittany 

Iroland 

Welsh 

Old Irish 
Middk Irish 

Coidelic 

Scotland 
1~10 of Man 

rnctont Italy o*cis’- 
Umbriar 

OSCU?l 

Utnbrian 
Sabrllian 

Venelic 
Lanuvian 
Foiiscan 
Procncslins 
Latin 

Latinian or Romancd 
ancient Italy 

Portug4 
S ain 
hi’ oditorranean 

lands 
Spain (Catalonia) 
southern France 
France, Belgium, 

Switzerland 

Catalan 
Provencal 
French 

E;i;Fnn Creole 

Rhacto-Romanic 
Satdinian 
Dalmatian 
Romanian 

old ProvcnGal 
Old French 
Middk French 

Haiti 
Italy, Switzerland 
Switzerland, ltalr 
Sardinir - 
Adriatic toast 
Romania, Balkan*. 

ancient Italy 
gn;emnt8 1 taly 

Balkins 
Asia Minor 

AIFtanp. southern 

Creoco, the eastern 
Mediterranean 

Poorly preserved nnd 
of uncertain affbitics 
within Indo-European, 
“Thraco-Phrygian”, 
“Illyrian”, etc. 

Albanian 

Ligurion 

Alcssapinn 
Illyrian 
Thratian 
Phrygian 

Albanian 

Creek Greek 
(“Modern Greek”, 
“New Greek”) 

Gyk 
&,“,y,?pt.!“=. 

Grcek”j 
Mlddle 

Greek 
(“Ancient Greek”) 

Baltic East Pruomir 
~i;tx~~nir 

a 
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INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES (continued) 
(Webster’s Dictionary) 

South 31d Church Slavonic 

Wert 

Yugoslavia 
Yugoslavia 

Macedonia 
Bulgaria 

Czechoslovakia 
~I;~~;~lovakla 

Poland 
Carmanv - 
Germany 

Russia 
Ukraine 
White Russia 

Asia Minor, 
Cauca8ua 

Slovene 
Serbo-Croatian 

(Serbian, Croatian) 
Macedonian 
Bulgarian 
Czech 

sdos%i 
Kaahubian 
Wendish 
Polabian 
Russian 
Ukrainian 
Beloruseian 
Armenian 

(“Modern 

Old Csrch 

East Old Russian 

ancient Persia 

Armenian 
(“Old Armenian’? 

Armenian 

Armenian”) 
Old Persian 

Peretan 
(“Modern Persian’) 

Persia (Iran) 

PoraIa, Iraq, Tutkoy 
Weat Paklatan 
central Ada 

ancient Persia 
central Asia 
central Asia 
Afghanistan, 

West Pakistan 
Caucamuo 

upper Indua valley 

East 
Sogd ion 
Khtanrsr 

Averrtan 

Parhto 

Oasetlc 
Shina 

zwr 
Karhmiri 

Dard 

Kashmir 

India Sanmkritic Sp;;skrit 

Prakrils Ptakrits 
Lahnda 
,Sindhi 

nertern Punjab 
Sind 

Panjab 
Rajalthan 
Cujarat 
western fndla 
western India 

Orirsa 

iEa?Z! 
Bihar 
northern India 
Pakistan, India 

Nepal 

Ceylon 

uncertain 

contra1 Ada 

. 

Ey%ianl 
gJJ;.-$ 

Konkaai 
Oriya 
Bengal1 
g;;;;eae 

Hindi 
Urdu 
Nepdt 
Sinhaleqc 
Roman* 

Tocharian A 
Tocharian B 

Tot l rim 

The following ie sometlrncu considered IIO another branch .of Indo-European, and aometlmcr aa coordinate with Indor 
European, the two togcrher constituting Indo-Hittite 

Anatollan 
I 

iiillifr 
I.uwion I I I 

ancient Ada MSnor 

I Lycian I I I 

1Italics denote dead IanguAgcs. Listing of a language only In the ancient or medieval column but In roman type indicates 
that it survives only in some .spccial USC, as in literary composition or liturgy 

~Rornance is normally applied only to medieval and modern languages; Latinian is normally applied only to ancient lawwaw 
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1777 

Adam- Weishaupt, leader of a group 
called “The Illuminati”, also, according to 
Hatonn, a friend or advisor of the 
Rothchilds, gained, at the Council of 
Wilhelmsbad, control and direction of Free- 
masonry. (Hatonn referred to Weishaupt 
as “The Old Boy Himself.“) It was at this 
Council that all of the ruling heads of 
Europe appear to have given their bless- 
ings to Weishaupt. In any event, they 
actively supported and promoted Freema- 
sonry from that time. It cannot be insignifi- 
cant that the central figure (image) of these 
secret societies (Masonry) @ Baphomet, an 
obscene image of a GOAT! The reason I say 
this is because Gothland, which is another 
name for the area where the Khazars origi- 
zated, (and/or “Indo-European” or “Indo- 
;:-anian”), means Goatland! (Ref: History 
;:f‘ Freemasonry by Mackey; Morals and 
Uqrna, by Albert Pike; and Waddell’s works 
in the Bibliography as well as the PHOENIX 
&lURNALS.) 

1783 

Almost simultaneous to Catherine’s 
annexation of the Crimea was Napoleon’s 
expedition to Egypt (page 615, Columbia 
History of the World). “The only French 
victories in Egypt were those of the schol- 
ars and scientists whom Napoleon took 
along with him; they obtained a new level 
of geographical knowledge.. .” (page 778 of 
same book). 

Remember Grimm’s tale of the archaeo- 
logical finds beneath the pyramid (see part 
11,’ of this series)? Here we have a major 
clue as to when it occurred. Why would a 
world aggressor take scholars and scien- 
tists along with him on a military expedi- 
tion to Egypt? 

to come (Ref: Conversations With Hatonn has said he does not beIieve that 
Nostradamus, by Dolores Cannon.) we humans on Earth-Shan, have benefitted 

from our mixing of the races. In mixing, the 
1775 weaker genes predominate. This is known to 

the Adversary and is the reason for the 
The word “Jew” was introduced into propagandawhich implies differently. Other 

the English language. It can be shown that races also have their own ‘noble” forebears 
it bears strong connections to a tribe of -witness the many native beliefs other than 
Gewissas who invaded Europe in the 5th the OId Testament! A truly “noble” person 
century under their King Cedric and be- would have respect for each race, as they 
came strong there, known as West Saxons, need a respect for their own, and what they 
and having this King’s descendents rule bring to society. 
England from then on. (See my article 
titled, “A Lesson in Words” for more de- Bibliography: History for Ready Refe- 
tails.) The interchangeableness of the con- enoe, J.N. Larned, Pub., C.A. Nichols Co., 
sonants 9 and J has ample examples in the Springfield, Mass. (190 1): Articles Aryan and 
dictionaries. One would be Ghengis Khan Appendix A; The Iiu%Sumerian Seals De& 
(AKA {hengis Khan). Hence we have ‘Jeti phered, by L.A. Waddell, Omni Pub., 
replacing the formerword ‘Gew”! Whether Hawthorne, Ca. (1980) first printed (1925); 
Rasmus Rask’s work and Grimm’s Laws The Makers of Civikationin Race and H&o y 
were being formulated at this early date, I by L.A. Waddell, Pub. Angriff Press, Holly- 
cannot say. However, this subtle change in wood, Ca. (1929); The A yans, The Histo y of 
name for the Judaists must be of great C?tiZtition, byV. GordonChilde, Pub., Dorset 
significance. Press, N.Y., (1987); The Oxford English 

Dictiona y, Vol VIII, Clarendon Press at Gx- 
I believe the above information helps to ford, (1989) Articles: Laws (Grimm), Aryan & 

show the “power structure” behind the Arian; An Etymological Dictionay of the En- 
general acceptance of Grimm’s Law by the g&h Language, Pub. Clarendon Press at 
“ruling heads” of Europe, Russiaand other Oxford (1968 impression) subject: Asiatic 
countries. There is, of course, much more Aryan Languages; Temples, Tombs and 
“history” for ones to search out. The above HiervgZyphs, by Barbara Mertz, Coward - 
are primarily ?zluesn. McCann, Inc., N.Y., (1964); The Catholic 

Encydoopedia, RobertAppletonCo., N.Y. (1908) 
I cannot leave this discussion on ?ace” article: Habiru; The Jewish Encyclopedia, 

without further comment and a broader Funk& WagnaIls Co., N.Y. &London, article: 
historical view. It may be there were some Habiru; Encydopedia J&u&n, The Mac- 
“noble” races in our beginnings. Accord- Millan Co., Jerusalem, Article: Habiru, 
ing to Indian scriptures we are just coming Babylon, Khazars/Chazars and Tel El- 
out of the Kali Yuga Age, the lowest point. Amarna. Random House Dictionary of the 
Our only hope to regain any “nobility” we EngZishLanguage, 2nd Edition (1987), Pub. 
had is to take responsibility for change. Random House, N.Y.; Webster’s third Nau 

InternationalLXclionay, by MerriamWebster, 
Surely the early descendents of Inc. (1986), subjects: Aryan and Sanskrit; 

There is that strange glitch in history 
when Napoleon gathered up the “Archives” 
of the Vatican and moved them to France. 
The only explanation given (as far as I can 
learn) was that he believed they should be 
located in France. But why? If Napoleon 
was a true “Catholic”, wouldn’t he want 
the archives to remain with “St. Peter’s” 
grave? Perhaps there were things in those 
“archives” of tremendous importance, be- 
yond church history? The “archives” were 
later moved back to the Vatican. Keep this 
r&o in mind. 

Semjase, for instance, were %oble”. Of Bibliazl Axhaeologicxxl Reviau, Sept./Ott. 
course, I cannot give you the word used in 1990 issue; The Secret TeachingsofAZZAges, 
that age! Could it have been “Arian”? by Manly P. Hal& The Philosophical Research 
Yourguessisasgoodasmine. Thinkabout Sot., Inc., L-A., Calif. (1972), subject: Stones 
it though - such knowledge could have and the Goat ofMendes; A Sanskt Grammar 
been found beneath one- of the- secretly- for Sh&nts, by Arthur A. Macdonell, Pub. 
explored pyramids! k that the true pur- MotilaI Banarsidass, Delhi, India, Oxford Ed. 
pose behind the “mythmakers”? T& are (1927), Delhi, (1974), P. 247; Conqi~ors’ 
trying, and have tried, to establish that Hiemrchy: The Soy ofthe Committee of 300, 
thev are the =Arians” (AKA “Aryans”). by Dr, John Coleman, America West Pub., 
Maybe after they gain control they will (1991); THE PHOENIX LLBERATOR, Vol 19 
suddenly produce this “ancient proof’ #9, 2/16/92 issue article: Sumerian Seals 
that thev are the original ‘noble” race. and/orAncient SumerianAstrophysicsVeri- 
Keep that in mind, and ponder carefully fied; Vol. 20 #13, article: Hebmw/Akkadian; 
that the Sumerians were overcome by Vol. 20 ,#2, article: Aton and Akkenaton; Vol. 
the “Hebrews”; therefore, any group left 20 #3, article: A Lesson in Words; Vol. 20 #6, 
in the area were not the originals. Also, Article:.The’I’welveTribesofIsrael=Habiru(?); 
keep in mind that they (the present “aris- The cOhmbia History of the Workl, Ed. J.A. 
tocrats” from Goatland) know nothing Garraty and P. Gay, Pub., Harper i% Row, 
can be hidden in the Time of Light when (1981); The Institute for Historical Review, 
we’enter the “Photon Belt” early in the 1822 l/2 Newport Blvd., Suite 191, Costa 

It has been only in the last few decades 
..?;at scientists have learned that Napoleon 
-as slowly poisoned to death! We were told 

‘- ;” was banished for ‘political reasons”. 
as that a113 Napoleon was the first of next century. That is another reason Mesa, Ca 92627; The Ametin college 
$eee Anti-Christs (from the point ofview of why they have set the year 2000 A.D. as Dictionary, Pub. Random House, (1962); The 
ropeans) according to Nostradamus. the date for total control of the Earth and Ottoman Centuries, by Lord Kinross, Pub., 

_ :ler was the second, and the third is yet any remaining population. Wm. Morris & Co., Inc., N.Y. (1977). 
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Choices And Decisions 
12/22/92 SANANDA 

Greetings, precious Druthea. I AM 
Sananda, the One called Esu Immanuel 
and commonly known as Jesus Christ 
among contemporary Christians. I have 
come this day, as with all days, transmit- 
ting my message through a very human 
scribe, in service to the Holy Source of ALL, 
The Radiant One Creator. 

I express in this way through this re- 
ceiver for she is in training for a mission 
she does not completely comprehend in 
her own mind. For this reason she experi- 
ences agreat deal of anxiety about her own 
choices and decisions. Questioning her 
every move now to self comes her questions 
to self: Is “this” the “right” choice? Or, is 
this the “rightest” choice? Does this sound 
like someone else out there reading this? 

What could possibly be “underneath” 
these vacillating feelings? Fear, precious 
ones. Dru is not alone in her feelings. As 
I monitor this one, I am pained to see her 
struggle against her greatest enemy-her- 
self. Yet I know, as One who has travelled 
as she is doing, that only SHE can conquer 
this greatest enemy she faces. Yes, we can 
provide physical protection; yet, when in 
your human experience, often it seems to 
be not a gift to “live” through the emotional 
roller coaster which can and does confront 
many ones of you. 

These are your lessons which none can 
avoid or cheat upon. All of you must face 
yourselves: fears, inadequacies, insecuri- 
ties and discover the CAUSE within you 
that you may grow above these and MAS- 
TER self in responsible thinking and ac- 
tion. 

Oh, precious ones, it is easy to long for 
the “better” days when you lived in igno- 
rance of the evil cancer upon that place. 
Yet, you cannot ever go back to ignorance 
once you KNOW, for in attempting you only 
punish self and paralyze your ability to 
choose wisely. There is but one way to 
walk, one foot in front of the other, seeking 
the higher vision in front ofyou and accept- 
ing responsibility for self actions. Imagine 
ascending a mountain, toward a goal of 
clear vision with your eyes facing behind 
you. It may be easy to fall from the path 
and to get lost for you have no bearing on 
position of self to the goal. Try walkitg 
backwards up a mountain. You may even- 
tually achieve reaching the ascent, yet did 
you benefit from the clear vision along the 
way? Who made this ascent difficult for 
you? YOU made the choice about how you 
would walk, correct? So YOU will make the 

it brings or not. 
What if a snow storm was brewing and 

you saw it not for your back was turned? 
What if a great grizzly bear was in your path 
and you saw it not? Do you not see, chelas, 
it is best to walkcourageouslyin the present 
moments to your future? In this way you 
have clear vision to prepare for obstacles as 
they are presented to you, instead of being 
devoured by them because you were too 
afraid to look. 

Who overwhelms you? God never gives 
you more than you are truly capable of 
handling on your own. So if you are 
overwhelmed by this or that responsibility, 
it is time to reevaluate what exactly is 
YOURS and what is another’s which you 
choose to assume. How often do you 
interfere in others’ lives to do FOR them 
what they must do for selves? We find 
overwhelm occurs in ones who have adopted 
for self an inordinate belief that, “If things 
are to be done right, I must do it myself.” 
Then you complain of too much responsi- 
bility and other people are incompetent, 
etc. Well how do you expect anyone else to 
be as competent as ‘you” believe self to be 
if you interfere in their ability to do it 
themselves? Oh, it is okay for you to error, 
but heaven forbid that anyone else makes 
a mistake. 

What amazes me is ones who assume 
roles of leadership often either will not face 
their own errors honestly or are so brutal to 
self that they can barely function for a 
period of time after a “mistake” is made. I 
will tell you a secret about leadership. 
Good leaders do not care to be leaders 
except as necessary to accomplish a clear 
goal. And in addition, good leaders know 
how to delegate responsibility, and once 
done, allow interference of self ONLY when 
it is in advisory capacity or when serious 
irreparable consequences will result. 
Sounds a bit like parenthood, does it not? 

I realize, precious ones, that at times 
the fog is so thick, it seems you know not 
even where you are, let alone where you are 
going. What to do? Request and await the 
sunshine to burn off the fog and make your 
vision clear again. Be patient for there are 
many lessons in the fog which you will 
want to learn, that it may not trap you 
again. 

Now, when facing the Truth about self, 
there comes a time when the Truth is not 
pleasant to you and yet, if you are to grow, 
Truth must be faced. When it comes to the 
“commitment” to serve God, most of you 
are learning the right “motions” and the 
“right” words and you live these going 
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growth, so please, precious ones, do not 
berate selves when you find that you are in 
the “phase” of growth of ‘going through 
the motions”. 

What does this mean? It means, pre- 
cious ones, that soon you will reach a 
juncture whereby “going through the mo- 
tions” will meet your heart in TRUE com- 
mitment to Creator. YOU each will decide 
to turn your lives over to GOD in your 
hearts. The reason many of you delay this 
“final” letting go of self, is you fear loss of 
control over your life and that you will not 
enjoy the responsibility God gives you to 
fulfill your mission and purpose in soul 
journey. Your physical ego is threatened, 
nothing more. Remember I told you ones in 
order to gain your life you must lose it first? 
This is a major step in a soul journey, so if 
you are anxious about it, this is to be 
expected. It is like taking a final exam to 
move into college. Regardless of how well 
you know your subject and prepare, there 
is nearly always the fear of “failure”. Let it 
go. For even if you do not pass “go” this 
time, you will certainly be better prepared 
next time. 

We do not “abandon” you ones specifl- 
tally unless you demand us to leave and 
even then your Guide NEVER leaves you, 
for that is his commission of service. Some- 
times we give you a Vest” to ponder con- 
sequences carefully. Yet if we have made a 
commitment to you, would you expect us 
to “give up” on you because you had a 
rough period of growth and made some 
foolish decisions? YOU may want to give 
up on self; WE do not give up on you as long 
as your heart hangs on to GOD, regardless 
of what your mouth and physical mind 
“thinks”. 

So ye of little faith need temper that ego, 
that it is not master over you any longer. As 
master, ego is poor and out of place and yet 
ego will make your decisions for you if you 
allow it to. Learn to KNOW the difference 
between what physical ego WANTS and 
what is best for your highest spiritual good 
in the “eyes” of God. If you trip or back- 
track a little, so what? Get up and keep 
going toward the goal of self mastery and 
YOU WILL GET THERE. Hold my hand, 
precious ones, for I have walked the hu- 
man path and KNOW its many obstacles. I 
cannot move them for you, yet I can help 
you recognize them and stay on your path 
to God of Light and Truth. 

Druthea, find peace in this knowing; 
look how far in your awareness you have 
come since three years have passed. You 
need not dwell in that past, yet be aware 
that you trod ever diligently toward your 
soul goal. There are times one must reflect 
on obstacles overcome already that new 
ones are faced in a less ominous light. And 
even when you believe you are lost in the 
wilderness and are so afraid, we are here 

choice to face your path and the challenges through the motions. This is a part of your watching over you. And remember this, 
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little one, have we not always shined a 
warm and encouraging light to you as you 
walked alone to guide you to safety? Be 
secure in that knowledge for we are come to 
bring you home. So be it. 

Thank you, precious children, for at- 
tending this document. These lessons 
speak to the hearts of many of you ones 
and I am grateful for this opportunity to 
share the lessons with you ones. You ones 
must realize that you share so many con- 
cerns, mostly unvoiced and misunderstood 
by self. Let the infection release its toxins 
that healing may begin. You are my family 

and I love each of you for you and we are never once called Him a Jew. The church 
ALL related as fragments of the Divine historian,Theoplylact, writingin 1080A.D. 
ONE. says: 

Walk in peace and love, for as tradition 
you have deemed this season as one of 
giving. Let the giving be of the heart in 
friendship and appreciation for the gifts of 
Mother Earth and the Great Spirit Father/ 
Grandfather. Thank you for sitting with 
Me, little one. We do not allow you to stray 
far without calling you back to the fold. 
Remember this; you need only listen. With 
great love and appreciation, I AM Sananda, 
One with God/Creation. Salu. 

“The city ofthe Judeans was taken, 
and the wrath of God was kindled against 
them: as also Josephus witnesses, that 
this came upon them on the account of 
the death of Jesus.” 

When Pontius Pilate, the Roman 
Governor of Judea, crucified Jesus, he had 
inscribed on the cross the Latin words: 
“Iesus Nazarenous Rex Iudeorum.” He 
was expressing his sarcasm for the Judean 
religious leaders who had pressured him 
into executing a man he knew was in- 
nocent. Authorities on Latin will tell you 
this inscription means: =Jesus the 
Nazarene, ruler of the Judeans”. By no 
stretch of the imagination does this read: 
“King of the Jews”, and it was not so 
translated in the 16 11 printing of the King 
James Version of the Bible. 

Heavy Metal’ Marketing 
l/1/93 #l HATONN 

HEAVY METAL AS HONORED 

tion of downfall of a society. The onset of 
each focus is subtle, and even colorful, 
then the ideas begin to creep within the 
subconscious and then the conscious- 

Is it not interesting to you that the ness until the hidden horror becomes 
“Heavy Metal” death and insanity bring- visible from, for instance, the wondrous 
ers get highest billing for most popular splash of colors on a canvas. The =works” 
groups of the decade thus far-i.e., “The copied onto the apparel are but colors- 
Grateful Dead”, etc.? In fact, now the but they are swished about in total chaos 
mentally ill washings of paint on canvas of confusion-again, to fool you into 
by one of the “Grateful Dead” is what is thinking them to be something of beauty 
being pushed now for men’s wear, ties, when they are actually signs of deranged 
etc., utilized with open necks and strange thought patterns. It is worthy of your 
actions. I suggest you take note that the thinking upon as you sort of your feel- 
greatest advertiser for same is A. Gore, ings in response to each thought and 
your vice-president! When these “things” visual expression. EVERY action, EV- 
and “thoughts” become the lamp of a ERY thought, triggers aresponse in kind- 
world7you fall into serious confronta- check your own. 

Religious Leaders Hoodwink 

“Jude0 - Christian” Push 
l/1/93 #2 HATONN 

We are going to now change our atten- 
tion to this one who ‘used to be” honored 
at this season of the year-the one you call 
Jesus but recognized asa”Christ”-loosely 
referred to and then appended with the 
name “Jesus Christ”. Christ means’to be 
as Christ” -a state of being in perfection of 
.&on and intent. Jesus-an interpreta- 
tion given by Paul while in Greece after the 
passingof=Esu Emmanuel” from the house 
of Joseph. 

The argument from the “Religious” and 
“Evangelical Leaders” will be that you 
must move into the ‘Judeo-Christian” 
pathway. What mean these people? Are 
-they ignorant? N-they are intentionally 
sucking the masses into destruction 
through deceit and lies. 

Those ones who today call themselves 7 

“Jews” are not those ones who followed 
the Holy Books of the Judeans recognized 
throughout the Old Testament as the To- 
rah. The books followed and presented for 
the doctrine is the TaImucI-written by 
MAN intentionally to suit the downfall of 
man into corruption. We have gone over 
this many, many times and to save’ rewrit- 
ing and also to give honor to an author I 
shall excerpt from a pamphlet by Lt. Col. 
Gordon, Mohr: 

“EXPLODING THE MYTH” 

. . .Most competent Bible historians 
will admit that at no time in the New 
Testament is Jesus ever called a “Jew” and 
that, during His sojourn on Earth, He was 
caIled a “Judean” by His contemporaries. 
The great Hebrew- historian, Josephus, 
wrote ,many -times concerning Jesus, but 

I-. 
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During His lifetime, Christ was never 
known as the “King of the Jews”. Pilate 
knew that Jesus had been denied by the 
religious leaders of these people we now 
call Jews and that they were responsible 
for the false testimony they had brought 
against Him. Christ was crucified because 
it was politically expedient for Pilate to do 
so, not because of any guilt on His part. 
With the exception of a few of His followers, 
most of the Judeans abhorred His teach- 
ings. There were only 120 faithful ones in 
the “upper room” on the Day of Pentecost 
(Acts 1:15). [H: Remember now, I am 
quoting from the writings of a very 
“earthbound” man and since the entke 
of the UgospeP according to what is 
given you is tampered and incorrect, it 
is hard for me to cover it ail in this 
writing. However, the purpose of the 
writing is sufficient to explain the 
Talmudistic thrust which is indeed from 
EviI resource. It is for this information 
that we offer this.] 

The fact that Jesus was never called 
a Jew, or was known by this name, cannot 
be erased by the “wishful thinking” of our 
theologians, no matter how hard they try to 
back the Jews. There is no factual founda- 
tion in history or theology which would 
allow the word used by Pilate to describe 
Jesus as a Jew. The Greek word is 
=Ioudia$, the Latin ‘Iudaeus”, and the 
English translation can be nothing but 
“Judean”. There is no way you can come 
up with a religious connotation for this 
word. During the time of Christ, at no place 
in the world, was there a religion known as 
“Jewish”. 

It is an acknowledged fact that the 
word “Jew” did not appear in the En- 
glish language until 1775. Prior to that 
time, it did not erdst in any language. It 
was introduced into the English language 
in a play written by an English playwrite 
named Sheridan. It was unknown to 
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Shakespeare and, as I mentioned,, to the 
translators of the King James Versionof the 
Bible in 16 11. Contrary to popular opin- 
ion, Shakespeare wrote in his “Merchant 
of Venice”, (V.III,i.Gl) “I am an Iewe: hath 
not an Iewe eyes.” 

To go back a bit further, the word 
“Jew” does not appear in the 1582 version 
of the Douay Bible, the official translation 
of the Roman Catholic church. But it does 
in both that version and the King James 
Version, when they were &ed later in 
the 18th Century. 

The intellectual dishonesty of our 
clergy comes when they use the word “Jewn 
as a religious term, for this is a rank 
misrepresentation. The secondary mean- 
ing of the word “Jew” today has as little 
relationship to its original, as the word 
“camel” has to the cigarette which bears 
its name. It is the secondary meaning of 
the word “Jew” which has been used to 
confuse Christians. We should demand 
that our clergy be absolutely honest in the 
pulpit, not only in their use of the Word of 
God, but also in other matters. When the 
pulpits of Christian churches become a 
“propaganda platform” for the worst en- 
emy of Christianity, then Christianity is in 
deep trouble. jH: Christianity IS IN DEEP 
TROUBLE!] 

It is a fact, proven from both the 
Scriptures and history, that the race, reli- 
gion, nationality and culture of Jesus, was 
not the race, nationality and culture of the 
self-styled Jews of this 20th Century. There 
are very few so-called “Jews” who can 
trace their bloodlines back to Abraham. 
The Jewish writer, Alfred Lilienthal, in his 
book, 7’.HECONTROVERSYOFZIONstates: 

“I have no doubt that some of my 
Christian readers have as much right to 
the land of Palestine as Menachem Be- 
d-” 

It should become obvious to any 
honest student of history that those people 
who call themselves “Jews” have spent 
countless millions of dollars to manufac- 
ture the fiction that QJesus was a Jew”, 
and that the Judeans of His time can be 
identified with the Jews of today, and that 
the Christian religion is an offshoot of 
Judaism. This is blasphemy, straight from 
the ‘pits of hell”. 

Jesus did not practice the “religion 
of the Jews”. He abhorred it. The religious 
beliefs taught in the synagogues of Judea 
during Christ’s lifetime were not the reli- 
gion of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Moses. 
It was a heathen religious belief known as 
Pharisaism, which was soundly COT-- 
demned by our Lord on many occasions. 
As I have already shown, from Scriptural 
sources, Jesus condemned these as being 
“children of Satan”. 

The eminent Jewish Rabbi, Louis 
Finkelstein, head of the Jewish Theological 
Seminary of America* in the Foreword of 

his first edition, THE S~CIOLOGICALBACK- 
GROUND OF THELR FAITH, says on p. 2 1: 

“Judaism...Pha&a&m...Talmudism 
became Medieval Rabbinism, and the 
Medieval Rabbinism became modern 
Rabbinism. But throughout these 
changes in’ name . ..the spirit of the an- 
cient Pharisee survives, unaltered.” 

In other words, the Jewish rabbinate 
of the 1980s is the same religious crowd to 
which Jesus spoke in Matthew 12134, when 
He said: 

“0 generation of vipers, how can 
ye, being evil, speak good things?‘Y 

The religion practiced by the Phari- 
sees in Jesus’ time was based exclusively 
on the BABYLONIAN TALMUD. This, ac- 
cording to Rabbi Morris Kertzer, “consists 
of 63 books of legal, ethical and historical 
writings of the ancient rabbis. It-was edited 
five centuries before the birth of Jesus.n 

Another well-known Rabbi, Michael 
Rodkinson, in his book, THE HISTORY OF 
THE TALMUD, wrote: 

“The source from which Jesus of 
Nazareth drew the teachings which en- 
abled Him to revolutionize the world.. .is 
the TaZmud...the written form of that 
which, in the times of Jesus, was called 
the tradition of the ELDERS.” 

SO JESUS’TEACHING COULD NOT 
HAVE POSSIBLY COME FROMTHIS BLAS- 
PHEMOUS BOOK. 

Are you naive enough to believe that 
a religious book which encourages incest, 
such as the Sanhedrin volume of the Tul- 
mud does, or unnatural intercourse; or 
rape of non-Jews; or beastiality, as found 
in this filthy volume; do you believe this 
could be the basis of Jesus’ teaching? If 
you do, then you are guilty of the vilest form 
of blasphemy. Are you willing to believe 
that statements found in the TALMUD, 
such as those which follow;are the basis 
for Christianity? Listen close, I will give 
you chapter and verse: 

KALLAH, lb, (18b)-“Jesus wus iUegiti- 
mate and was conceived duti~ng~menstruu- 
tion. * 

SCABBATH XIV:“Jesus is referred to 
us the son of a Roman soldier and a Jewish 
prostitute. b 

SANHEDRIN, i03a--“This passage 
states that Christ seduced and destroyed 
Israel.n 

HILKOTH MELAKHIM-&Suggests that 
Christians sin by Worshipping Jesus Christ 

HILKOTH MAAKHALOTH--This ‘&tes 
that Christians are idolaters. 
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ABHODAY ZORAH (lSb)--Suggeststhat 
Christians have sex relations with animals. 

CHAGIGAH, (15b)--States that a Jew is 
considered to be good in the eyes of God, in 
spite of ANY sins he may commit. 

,BABHA KAMA ( 113b)--States that the 

name of God is notprofaned, if u Jew lies b 
a Christian. 

And on and on, and on it goes, for 63 
volumes of filth and blasphemy. This is 
what the Jews are taught in their syna- 
gogues. Do any of you Christians, reading 
these words, believe the Christian religion 
got its start from this kind of blasphemy? 
This is what your pastor teaches, when he 
tells you that we have a Judeo-Christian 
culture. 

If I had the time, I could cover several 
hundred pages, proving that 90% or more 
of the people in the world today, who go by 
the name of Jew, do not have one drop of 
Abraham’s blood in their veins and that 
none of their ancestors ever placed foot on 
the ground of Palestine. Most of the East- 
ern Jews came from a completely heathen 
background, a heathen tribe called the 
Kh&a.rs of Western Russia. They were not 
Semites, but were Turco-Mongoloid. They 
were converted to Judaism en masse in the 
7th Century. If you want further Jewish 
confirmation of this, I suggest you read Vol. 
IV, pages 1 to 5 in the JEWISiI 
ENCYCLOPAEDIA. 

Most Americans, especially those 
who go by the name Christian, are deeply 
disturbed by our economic collapse. But 
have you been honest enough to recognize 
that our money system in the United States 
has been under the control of evil, Interna- 
tional Jewish Bankers since the Civil War? 
Benjamin Franklin, addressing the First 
Continental Congress in 1789, warned 
them: 

“Gentlemen, if you do not exclude 
the Jews from our shores, in less than a 
hundred years, every man;woman and 
child willbe toiling in the fields as slaves 
to the Jewish debt money svstem.” 

His timing was off a bit, but other- 
wise he was correct. Our monetary system 
today is controlled by the Federal Reserve 
System, a Marxist principle which was 
slipped into our Constitution in 1913, at 
the instigation of the International Jewish 
Bankers. Now this nation is in hock, up to 
its ears, to this same ungodly crowd; they 
could ruin us financially, at any time, with 
the snap of their fingers. 

As achristian, are you not grieved at 
the subversion of our youth and the degen- 

ORACH CHAIIM (20,2)-SAYS THAT eration of our nation’s morals? You should 
CHRKUANS DISGUISE THEMSELVES AS be! If you are a member of the clergy, you 
JEWS IN ORDER To KILL THEM. . should be even more concerned, for you 
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have been called to be “watchmen on the 
walls” of this nation, to warn them at the 
approach of danger (see Ezekiel 33: I-3). 
Have you heeded this call? Have you told 
your people the whole truth, or are you like 
those pastors of Jeremiah’s time (6-14) who 
cry: “Peace! Peace! When there is no 
peace! “3 

ntz wo$m 
Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

Too often today, American pastors 
have become “male prostitutes” for the 
International Zionists. Thousands of these 
“pseudo-pastors” are pandering to self- 
styled Jewish interests, as they literally 
sell this country “down the river”, into the 
hands of those who will destroy Christian- 
ity and make us slaves. 

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written 
transcriptions of some taped topics, mE W0l2V also offers other tapes and 
videos on selected topics. 

I do not advocate hatred for the 
Jews, as some do. I believe that many of 
the ?ank and file” Jews in America do not 
understand the plotting of their interna- 
tional leaders. Some do, and have been 
violently opposed to it! But I do say that we 
cannot, we must not allow the International 
Jews to control our government, our eco- 
nomics, our media and our churches, as 
they do today. Probably our first priority 
must be to get rid of the false prophets who 
stand in our pulpits crying: “It is your 
Christian duty to support the Jews; they 
are God’s Chosen Ones.” GOD FORBID! 

Now, as during the Revolutionary 
War, our motto needs to be: “Tonight, put 
only Americans on guard!” Let’s take our 
country out of the greedy clutches of the 
international leeches. Let’s once again 
raise the flag of Jesus Christ over this 
nation.. . . 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two 
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The 
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign 
countries add 60.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and 
transcription prices. 

Please send check or money order to: mf W072Q P.O. Box 6194, 
Tehachapi, CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you 
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

lfyou desire to automatica//yreceive tapes from future meetings, please send 
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify 
you as your balance reaches zero. 

Special Ordertapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since 
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written 
transcriptions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes 
in bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

2/22/92(4); 3/l 4/92(4); 
3/2 l/92(2); 3/28/92( 1); 4/4/92(3); 
4/l 2/92(2) a talk at local Community 
Church; 

7/l 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
7/26/92(3); 
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
8/8/9X9; 
8/3 l/92(2) Anti-Christ Ban ksters; 
9/5/9m; 

Let us once more remember those 
stirring words, from the stanza of The 
Battle Hymn of the Republic, WHICH 
HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM OUR 
SONG BOOKS: 

4/l 3/92(l) # “What is a, Semite?“; 
4/l 7/92(l) # “Who Were the First 
Christians?” 
4/2 S/92(2)* # “The Photon Belt”; 
4/26/92(3); 5/l /92(l) “L.A. Riots and 
The Bigger Plan”; 

vmm; 

9/l 2/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
1 O/4/92(3); 1 O/l O/92(2); 
1 O/l 7/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
1 O/24/92(2); 
11 /l/92(2); 

I have read a fiery Gospel, 
Writ in burnished rows of steel, 
As ye deal with my condemners, 
So with you my grace will deal. 

Let the hero born of woman, 
Crush the Serpent with His heel, 
Since God is marching on! 

* l l l * -* * * * 

S/8/92(2) radio talk show; 
vw92w; 
5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For 
Quiet Wars”; 
5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European 
visitors over lunch; 
5/l 6/92(3); S/23/92(2); 
S/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and 
Places In Between” tapes 1-3; 

1 l/l /92( 1) radio program, New Mexico; 
11/8/92(2);11 /14/92(3);11/22/92(2); 
1 l/2 S/92( 1) radio program, Gallup, NM; 

1 l/2 9/92(2); 

12/6/92 (2); 
12/7/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-I; 
1 2/8/92( 1) Cosmos Patriot Group-II; 
12/l 2/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-III; 
12/l 3/92(2); 12/20/92(2); l/2/93(2). 

I would pause here to remind you- 
the Khazarians who chose to call them- 
selves “Jews” also chose to CALL THEM- 
SELVES “THE SERPENT PEOPLE” ! 
Ponder it carefully for the “serpent” is 
NOT the symbol of GOD-the eternal 
LIGHT (Sun) is the symbol of GOD! Where 
you see the serpent in a ‘logo” or as a 
figurehead of identificationon a thing- 
IT DID NOT ORIGINATE FROM THE GOD 
OF LIGHT! INDEED, INDEED-SATAN 
IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET EARTH! 
SALU! 

6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); 
6/l 3/92(3); 6/21/92(3); 6/27/92(2); 

SPECIAL AUDIO, g/16/92(3)*, Bo Critz 

6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt 
speech in Tehachapi; 

Lake City, UT; SPECIAL VIDEO, 8/l 6/92, Tehachapi Citi- 
6/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and zens’ Rally featuring Col. James “Bo” Critz, 

Places In Between” tapes 4-6; $12; 

7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
7/l 2/92(3); SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Steven Vaus-“WE 

MUST TAKE AMERICA BACK” available for 

7% W0l2D NOW ACCEPTS “; 
VISA, DISCOVER OR SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Brent Moorhead- 

MASTER CARD “LET’S TAKE OUR NATION BACK” available 
for 25. 

HATONN 
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Plan, Part IX: 

Of Destruction 
1212192 SANANDA need help to remove them. You, alone, *WAR OF DARKNESS. 

CANNOT REMOVE THEM. It is when you You, sheep, who know these seeds to be 
Blessings unto you this day, Blessed humbly seek to be tilled with the LIGHT of destructive, but none-the-less sow the 

Child. It is I, Master Jesus. We shall begin CREATOR, that you can ALLOW these same, are most often HOUNDED BY GUILT. 
today to speak on THE SEEDS OF DE- DARK, cancerous weeds to be dissolved by For, GUILT IS A POISONOUS BY-PROD- 
STRUCTION. You knew we would be get- the LIGHT OF GOD. THESE CANCEROUS UCT OF THE GROWTH OF MOST ALL 
ting around to these items very soon, as we GROWTHS WILLBE DISSOLVED SLOWLY SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION. (Behold, 
have been discussing the same with you on (USUALLY), AND WILL EVENTUALLY DIS- sheep!) EXCESSIVE HUMAN WILLFUL- 
the inner. APPEAR, AS YOU CALL UPON THE LIGHT NESS produces excessive GUILT which 

THE SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION, ONCE OF CREATOR TO “DO FOR YOURSELF producesGREATERSPREADOFCANCER- 
PLANTED, GROW AS HORRIBLE WEEDS THAT WHICH YOU CANNOT DO.” AT OUS WEEDS. ALL OF YOU WHO GROW 
WITHINTHESPIRITUALMAKEUPOFANY- SOME POINT YOU WILL BE VERY SUR- THESE WEEDS CONSTANTLY FIGHT A 
ONE WHO PLANTS THEM. THEY FORM PRISED TO NOTE THATYOU HAVE NONE DARKNESS OF SPIRIT. You live a roller- 
LARGEVACANTDARKSPOTSWITHINTHE OF THE CANCEROUS WEEDS REMAIN- coaster-existence, as you fight to push 
SOUL, PUSHING OUT ALL LIGHT. THESE ING. away from consciousness the ugliness of 
ARE TOOLS OF THE ADVERSARY. YOU Precious Ones, recognizing your POW- the cancers which grow within you. Most 
MUSTREALIZETHATONCETHESESEEDS ERLESSNESS is but one step of THE of you appear to be PHONEY and SHAL- 
ARE PLANTED, YOU FAST BECOME AB- TWELVE STEP PROGRAM used by Alto-. LOW on’the outer, depending upon the 
SOLUTELY POWERLESS OVER THE holics Anonymous AND MANY OTHER pervasiveness of the growth of the weed 
GROWTH OF THE SAME. YOU, PRE- PROGRAMS associated with THE HEAL- and your degree of suppression. ANY 
CIOUS CHILDREN, CAN CONQUER THE ING OF OBSESSIONS or COMPULSIONS. DISCUSSION OFTHEABOVE MAKESYOU 
GROWTH OF THE SEEDS OF DESTRUC- THE TWELVE STEP PROGRAM IS A DI- VERY UNCOMFORTABLE AS YOU ARE 
TION ONLY BY RECOGNItiINGYOUR OWN VINELY INSPIRED PROGRAM WHICH AFRAID THAT OTHERS MIGHT SEE YOUR 
INABILITY TO CONTROL THE GROWTH HEALS THE SOUL. LIE. Others’ of you TALK, TALK, TALK 
OF THEM. INSTEAD OF ACTIVELY TRY- The more you focus upon the cancer, about what is going on inside of you, but 
ING TO CONTROL THEIR GROWTH, YOU the more it grows. LITTLE ONES, IT IS you refuse to come in humility and admit 
MUST HUMBLE YOURSELVES TO ADMIT JUST AS THE GARDEN WHICH IS FERTIL- your own WILLFULNESS and powerless- 
YOUROWNPOWERLESSNESSOVERTHE IZED.. THE MORE IT IS TENDED, THE ness. YOU ARE RELYING ON “MAGICAL 
GROWTH OF THESE WEEDS, AND COME MORE IT GROWS. YOU WILL NOT CLEAN THINKING”T0 GETYOU CURED. NAY! IT 
HUMBLY UNTO CREATOR ASKING FOR OUTTHECANCEROUSWEEDSTHROUGH SHALL NOT BE SO! IT IS YOUR WORK. 
HELP IN REMOVING THE SAME. HUMAN WILL, ALONE. FOR YOU‘ARE YOU HAVE GROWN THE CANCEROUS 

Let us list herein, these CANCERS OF INDEED POWERLESS TO DO SO. IF YOU WEED. DO NOT EXPECT A MAGICAL 
THE SOUL, THEY ARE: SLOTH; JEAL- ALL COULD CLEAN OUT THE CANCER- CURE. THERE IS NO “MAGIC” FROM 
OUSY; MALICE (INCLUDES GOSSIPING, OUS WEEDS, YOU CERTAINLY WOULD. THIS SIDE. THE RATE OF YOUR CURE = 
LYING, FAULT-FINDING, HYPOCRISY, MANY OFYOU CERTAINLY HAVE STRONG THE DEGREE OFYOUR SINCERE DESIRE 
SLANDER); ANGER/RAGE (HOSTILITY); DESIRES TO DO THE SAME. YET, DE- TO BE.HEALED + YOUR SINCERE WILL- 
GREED (INCLUDES GLUTTONY, LUST, SIRE, ALONE, WILL NOT DO IT. INGNESS TO DO YOUR WORK NEEDED 
EXTREME JEALOUSY); MAGICAL THINK- Your main problem, in all cases, is a FORTHE HEALING. 
ING; PRIDE (INCLUDES PREJUDICE/AR- HUMANWILLGONEAWRY. PreciousChil- Precious Children, the healing means 
ROGANCE); FEAR; GUILT. THESE CAN- dren, YOU WILL NEVER EVOLVE IN THE you must unload your own garbage from 
CEROUS BEHAVIORS, IFFED OVERTIME, KINGDOM OF CREATOR UNLESS YOU the inner. Write it down so that you do not 
GROW.CANCEROUS OBSESSIONS. Pre- WILL SUBMIT UNTO THE WILL OF HOLY overlook any “slight” to another human 
cious Ones, you are POWERLESS OVER CREATOR AND LIVE THE LAWS. For as being. MAKE A SOLID AND TRUE LIST OF 
OBSESSIONS. long as you submit to your own willfulness, THOSE YOU HAVE HARMED, SEEK FOR- 

Now, let us continue. Beloved Children, you are placing yourself, the creation, be- GIVENESS, AND MAKE AMENDS TO ALL 
you who GROW THESE SEEDS OF DE- fore (ahead of) the Creator. You make of INVOLVED. Ifyou are an atheist, forget the 
STRUCTION will frequently be the last ones yourself God, Creator. You cut yourself off healing. THE HEALING LIGHT OF GOD 
to admit that you have grown them. To from the LIGHT of God and fall squarely DOES NOT GO WHERE THE SAME IS 
those around you, THESE DARK CANCER- into the camp of the adversary. You be- DENIED ENTRANCE. For the effectiveness 
OUS GROWTHS will be quite obvious, un- come powerless over the growth of these of the TWELVE-STEP Program depends 
less those around you are afflicted with the weeds,which willdevouryou, in time. YOU upon your belief in a HIGHER POWER 
same kinds of growths. AS’ THESE CAN- WILL NOT BE EVOLVING SPIRITUALLY AS doing for you that which you cannot do for 
CEROUS GROWTHS BUILD ON THEM- LONG. AS YOU ARE SOAKED WITH THE self. For the same to take place, you must 
SELVES, YOUR VERY BEING BECOMES DARKNESS 0~ THE GROWTH OF THESE let g0 0f ALL PERSONAL WILLFULNESS, 
DARKENED. Once your being is darkened WEEDS. FORTHOSE FILLED WITH DARK- placing instead of your own will, the WILL 
with the plants of these seeds, you will NESS BECOME LOST IN THE ANTICHRIST OF CREATOR. Precious Children, the will 
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of God is that each of you be WHOLE, not 1211 l/92 MOSES ING AROUND THE ROOM. Little ones, this 
darkened or fragmented. FOR YOU ARE is RARELY, RARELY the case, whatsoever. 
EACH DIVINE CREATIONS. AS YOU LET Blessings unto you this morning, Rosah. You have been deliberately DECEIVED, 
GO OF YOUR OWN WILLFULNESS, YOU It is I, Moses. Now, Precious child, let us again, by the ZIONIST ELITE (SATAN’S 
WILL OPEN YOURSELF UP TO SPIRITUAL continue with the DIVINE PLAN, SECTION SELECT), who own and control your media 
EVOLUTION. TWO. Herein, Little Ones, we are about to 

The process is a simple one, indeed, but 
and your very country and your very world. 

discuss THE SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION: REMEMBER, “BY THEIR WORKS YOU 
think not that you can cut it short. For it THESE SEEDS, WHICH HAVE BEEN OUT- SHALL KNOW THEM.” IN THESE LATTER 
demands a TOTAL HONESTY. I did say, LINED IN A PREVIOUS DICTATION, ARE DAYS, THESE HAVE MADE CERTAIN TO 
“TOTALHONESTY”. FORTHEPRINCIPLES PLANTED BY YOU AND OFTEN FED BY PLACE THEMSELVES IN GREAT POSI- 
OF CREATOR OPERATE ON TRUTH, NOT THE WORKERS OF DARKNESS. BUT RE- TIONS OF POWER. THESE “KNOW” ONE 
HALF-TRUTH. Make a list of all you have MEMBER, IT ISYOU WHO GIVES ACCEP- ANOTHER AND HAVE BANDED TO- 
offended and make amends where possible. TANCE FOR THE SAME TO TAKE PLACE GETHER WHILE YOU, THE iGNOI?ANT 
When you start tomake alistofyouroffenses AND TO GROW. Remember, no matter the MASSES, HAVE BEEN WITHOUT DIRECT 
towardyourself,your brethren andcreator, external forces upon you, it is you who COMMUNION WITH THE HIGHER 
do not expect to recall all at once. The big GIVES (ALLOWS) space for these seeds to REALMS. THEY ARE CRAFTY AND CUN- 
offenseswillstandoutlikeabandagedthumb. grow. THESESEEDSALWAYSTAKEAWAY NING. They know what they are all about, 
In time, however, you will recall most, if not THE LIGHT OF GOD, THEREBY GIVING for they have memories of many, many 
all, and you will bewellon thewayto cleaning PLACE FOR THE ADVERSARY TO TAKE thousands of years INTACT. You, on the 
out the inner. FOR WHEN YOU HAVE DONE HOLD. THIS, PRECIOUS CHILD, IS MOST other hand have crossed over into the VEIL 
AS MUCH, YOUWILLBE JOYOUS, INDEED, OFTEN BY VERY SMALL DEGREES, WITH- OF FORGETFULNESS and have returned 
FOR YOUR BOAT WILL BE LIGHTER AND OUT YOUR OWN CONSCIOUS NOTICE. to work out your DEBTS TO SELF AND 
THE SAILING WILL BE SMOOTHER. As you know, Rosah, the drug-addicted, OTHERS. 

The problem many ofyou have is that you who prays to be released of the OBSES- THESE REBELLIOUS SPIRITS DO NOT 
alIow yourselves to be pulled back into the SION to =drug, awakens one day to find BOW TO ADMIT THERE IS A GOD, AS 
same kinds of thinking and acting. For this the OBSESSION no more. Well, the case is THEY PLACE SELVES IN THE STEAD OF 
reason, the programs such as ALCOHOLICS REVERSED with the GROWTH of the GOD. THEY ARE ATHEIST. THEY REFUSE 
ANONYMOUS and otherTWELVE-STEP Pro- SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION. Once allowed TO COME UNTO GOD TO BE ACCOUNT- 
grams offer the group encouragement you place to GROW, the one who has given ABLE FOR THEIR WRONGS. THEY WILL 
need to help strengthen yourself against place to these seeds awakens one day to TELL YOU WHAT YOU WISH TO HEAR, 
attacks from the Adversary. FOR IT IS THE find a consumption with the WEEDS pro- AND MOST OFYOU BELIEVE WHATTHEY 
DESIRE OF SATAN AND HIS FOLLOWERS duced by the SEEDS. Then, Precious TELL YOU AS YOU DO NOT KNOW OF 
TO DRIVE YOU BACK INTO THE PLANTING Children, it is your work to EXTRACT the THEIR HISTORY. THEY HAVE REMOVED 
OFTHE SEEDS. It is here that you must use weed. Do you think your work to be any ALL“TRUTHS” about themselves from the 
your own willfulness to say “NO” to the EASIER than that of the ALCOHOLIC or history books. This includes your most- 
planting of the seeds. Call upon the armor of DRUG ADDICTED in getting rid of the prized history book, THE BmLE. Thus, you 
God and ask for help from these realms. OBSESSION to drink or “drug)). No, in- have no way of “KNOWING” about them 
CLEAN YOUR GARDEN ON A MINUTE-TO- deed! FOR THE RUN-AWAY WEED WILL and the history of their works. 
MINUTE BASIS. THE GROWTH OFANY OF GROW BEYOND YOUR OWN CONTROL. Precious children, it is time to awaken 
THE ABOVE CANCEROUS WEEDS CAN You must remember that the TWELVE to the “TRUTHS” of your predicament. 
LEAD ANY OF YOU INTO ALCOHOLISM STEP PROGRAM “WORKS” because those You are in the very latter days and it is time 
OR DRUG ADDICTION, PERVERSIONS OF therein ADMIT their own POWERLESS- that the TRUTHS were given unto you that 
THE FLESH, MURDER, THIEVERY AND NESS and come unto Creator with a PENI- you might know of them and what you have 
SO ON. TENT heart asking that God do for them been up against all along. They have 

Which was first, the SEEDor the WEED? that which they can no longer do for known you from the time of your very 
Answer if you will. FOR IT IS INDEED, themselves...MAKE THEM WHOLE, HEAL births and far beyond and, for those ofyou 
TRUTH THAT ONE SEED WILL MAKE A THEM. who have been returned to do a SPIRITUAL 
WEED WHICH GROWS MANY, MANY Children, you must remember that the WORK, it is you these have ATTACKED the 
SEEDS, You might not know about the growth of these WEEDS is FREQUENTLY greatest. 
presence of the seed but look, Precious fed by the workers of darkness. These That which they dared to show of them- 
Children, and you will note the growth of invisible dark spirit forms will speak to selves on your television sets regarding the 
the weed. The growth of the weed mani- your mind in the spirit through THOUGHT movie, ETERNAL EIrlL, was presented by 
fests on the outer through overt behaviors. transfer and will aid in the GROWTH of them about theirvery selves, such that you 
FOR THE NATURE OF THE MIND IS TO such WEEDS within you to the point of would accept the same to be in the class of 
BRING MANIFEST INTHE MATERIALTHAT your own DESTRUCTION. These wish to “Dracula”, for much fantasy was given 
WHICH IS ON THE INNERI estrange you from all support systems, therein. You must remember that within 

PRECIOUS CHILDREN, YOU NEED such that you no longer wish to LIVE. They the LIES, they give unto you SOMETRUTHS. 
ONLY ONE SEED. THUS IS THE NATURE will often stalk you in numbers, pushing to To the UNKNOWING, you accept all as LIE. 
OF G-WWING YOUR WEEDS OF DE- displace your soul and POSSESS your This same tool they used with your so- 
STRUCTION. INTHIS WAY YOU GO ABOUT body. They wish to drive out ALL LIGHT called HOLY BIBLEso thatyou have bought 

‘PLAm2NGAND CULTIVATINGYOUR OWN within your being, causing darkness, con- the whole as a TOTAL TRUTH. 
INNER SANCTUARY. THE SAME IS fusion and destruction. They wish to have Precious Children, these who changed 
PLAN’?%DAND CULTIVATED UNTO FREE- none of you in the Earth sphere. your BIBLE and other scriptures around 
DO&$, WHICH IS OF CREATOR, OR UNTO Many of you are calling this a bunch of the world have been the PHARISEES con- 
.SI,AVERY, WHICH ISUFTHEANTICHRIST. “HOGWASH”. Such is your own right to tinuing by another face, another culture, 
THUS IT IS. I AM, AS YOU KNOW ME, the same. For you are led erroneously to another tongue. They are warring mon- 
MASTER JESUS, THE CHRISTED ONE. believe that these so-called POSSESSIONS grels who continue down through history 

**t are FROTHING AT THE MOUTH and FLY- with their motto of “Divide and Conquef, I 
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“Divide and Conquer”. THEY KNOW THAT CEIVE. FOR SUCH A ONE IS MOST CER- YOUR VERY SOUL”. It is extremely impor- 
IF THEY DIVIDE YOU ONE AGAINST THE TAINLY BOMBARDED, AND MUST CER- tant thatyou beAWAREofwhat ishapper- 
OTHER THROUGH WARS AND MORE TAINLY HAVE THE GIFTS OF DISCERN- ing and that you protect your PRECIOUS 
WARS, AND SEPARATE YOU FROM THE ING AND KNOWING, AS WELL AS MUCH CHILDREN. Allow them to be NO audience 
TRUTH OF GOD, YOU WILL SURELY FALL. PRACTICE IN SPIRITUAL WARFARE. to the HORROR, BLOOD AND SEX and 
This has been their modus operandi since Remember, Precious Children, that DRUGS they are FEEDING you on your 
the beginning and they are much experi- some of those you might condemn to the PROGRAMMED TELEVISION SETS. BE- 
enced in the same. It is you, Precious electric chair might open up to higher LOVED CHILDREN, CEASETO PAY HOM- 
Children, who must begin to know whom teachings and truths in time. You cannot AGE TO THEIR WORKS. DO NOT PAY 
you are facing and just how they operate. predict the direction of the heart. Would VISITTO THEIR PICTURE SHOWS. MAKE 
For once you can grasp the same, YOU you deny another human being the right to SURE THAT YOUR CHILDREN KNOW 
WILL BE ALL THE WISER IN YOUR FIGHT spiritual evolvement? None of you have THEIR MODUS OPERANDI. HUGE NUM- 
AGAINST THEIR BID FOR TOTAL WORLD any reason to be within your sphere, save BERS OF THEM ARE ABOUT POSSESS- 
DOMINION. it be to evolve spiritually. YOU, WHO ING AS MANY BODIES AS POSSIBLE. THIS 

Many in your midst who commit mur- WOULD DENY ONE SUCH AN OPPORTU- IS A “WAR”. WAKE UP! WAKE UP! THEY 
ders and other heinous acts and SWEAR NITYTO EVOLVESPIRITUALLY,AREPLAC- ARE OUT TO TOTALLY PREVENT THE 
that aVOICE told them to do the same are INGYOURSELVESINTHESTEADOFGOD. SPIRITUALEVOLUTIONOFEACH OFYOU, 
OFTEN telling the TRUTH. Others of these DO YOU NOT KNOW THAT YOU ARE AC- EVENUNTOTHEVERY DESTRUCTION OF 
who tell the same are PSYCHOPATHS. COUNTABLE, AND THUS JUDGED? YOUR SOULS. 
THE TRUTH IS NOT IN THEM AS THE REMEMBER: MANY OF YOU ACCEPT No longer give homage to their form of 
SAME ARE ONE OF “THEM”. Now, do you THESE DESTRUCTIVE SEEDS AS YOUR slavery. Learn to RECOGNIZE, TO KNOW 
suppose that it does you a bit of good to OWN AND YOU GIVE PLACE FOR THEM which THOUGHTS are YOURS and which 
send some of these hardened criminals to TO GROW. REMEMBER: ONLY YOU CAN are not. PEOPLE, THE REAL WORLD IS 
the electric chair or to otherwise take of GIVE THEM A PLACE TO GROW. THE WORLD OF SPIRIT. YOU ARE EN- 
their lives? Look at the above scenario. Little Ones, remember that these evil ERGY BEINGS VISITING PHYSICAL 
Many of these will only remain in your spirit forms will frequently STALKthe same FORMS, THE PHYSICAL IS HERE TODAY 
sphere where they will continue with their person en masse, seeking to displace the AND GONE TOMORROW. 
evil work in spirit. Just as I communicate soul and possess the body. IF FILLED OF Call upon us often for there are many, 
these writings to Rosah through electric GREAT DARKNESS, SUCH AN INDIVIDUAL many of us here in these FINAL DAYS who 
impulses, these same ones communicate WILL NO LONGER KNOW WHICH have come to GIVE AID unto you, GOD’S 
the SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION to many of THOUGHTS ARE FROM SELFAND WHICH SHEEP, LOST UNTO THE WHIRLWINDS 
you. These workers of darkness exist in ARE NOT FROM SELF. THE POINT IS TO OF SATAN. You must ask. We are forbid- 
spirit form all around you, yet operate at a RECOGNIZE THAT CERTAIN THOUGHTS den by LAW to intervene without your 
level beyond the frequency of normal vi- DO OR DO NOT COME FROM YOURSELF EXPRESS PERMISSION. STUDY THIS 
sion, just aswedo. Just asyou cannot see and QUICKLY DISMISS THOSE WHICH CAREFULLY, FOR THERE IS MUCH 
us with the physical eyes, you cannot see ARE NOT YOUR VERY OWN. GIVE THE TRUTH, HEREIN. IT IS FORTHE WISDOM, 
them with the physical eyes, unless, of NEGATIVE NO PLACE TO GROW WITHIN THE UNDERSTANDING, THE IN-LIGHT- 
course, they are in possession of a body, YOU. If you do find them growing, DO AS ENMENT....THE SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION 
physical. Then, these would appear as any YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD TO CLEAN YOUR- OF EACH OF YOU. FOR IF YOU ARE IN 
of the rest of you. SELF FROM THE SAME. THE “KNOW”, YOU CANNOT BE $0 EAS- 

But, Precious Children, you have been You all must remember that once these ILY “DECEIVED”. I AM MOSES. 
warned many times over to observe their have their sights set on you for POSSES- Just a final note on THE EXPLOSIONS 
behaviors. BY THEIR FRUITS, YOU SHALL SION, they will “DOG” you. Be sure to BENEATH LITTLE ROCK AND SURROUND- 
KNOW THEM. IN THIS MANNER, YOU start each day with prayer and meditation. ING AREA. Did you have any doubts as to 
SHALL NOT BE DECEIVED FOR LONG. DEDICATE EACH DAY TOTHE WORKS OF what is really going on therein? Large 
For their spiritual makeup will be fast in CREATOR, ASKING FOR PROTECTION numbers of troops are building up in ex- 
the showing. You are not told to JUDGE THROUGH THE ARMOR OF GOD AND pansive underground bases. PRECIOUS 
THE PERSON-FOR YOU ARE FORBID- LIGHT ENTITIES (ANGELS), AND THAT CHILDREN, THESE ARE NOTYOUR OWN 
DEN TO DO THE SAME. YOU ARE TOLD DIVINE WILL BE DONE IN ALL YOUR AMERICAN TROOPS. You already have 
TO JUDGE THE BEHAVIORS. THIS IS AFFAIRS. LIVE THE LAWS. Precious massive underground bases as large as 
IMPORTANT, IMPORTANT, IMPORTANT, Children, continually seek to be an OPEN large cities, yet they continue with the 
AND CANNOT BE OVERSTRESSED. How and CLEAN vessel th,at the LIGHT OF GOD expanding. These intend to remain therein 
do you all suppose that you came to TRAIL might SHINE WITHIN AND WITHOUTYOU. despite the re-structuring of the Earth 
THE WOLVES? You have continued to trail DAILY, MAKE AMENDS TO ANYONE YOU LAND MASSES and the upcoming POLAR 
the wolves regardless of their behaviors. HAVE OFFENDED. TELL NO LIES. LIVE SHIFT. It matters not to these that they are 
Now, the same are firmly entrenched among TRUTH. Clean your vessel on a DAILY at the very edges of the New Madrid Fault. 
your leadership, running your country, BASIS that these SEEDS OF DESTRUC- It is their thinking that the whole fault 
and you shall all have the “Piper to Pay”. TION have NO PLACE TO GROW within BLOW sooner rather than later. They work 

BEWARE,AND DOUBLEBEWARE,YOU you. LIGHT FEEDS UPON LIGHT. DARK- to do all they can to help the same along. 
WHO CONJURE UPTHE SAMETHROUGH NESS UPON DARKNESS-IF TENDED. And how was your day? 
OUIJA BOARDS AND THE LIKE. YOU ARE PRECIOUS CHILDREN, YOU MUST 
WORKING TOWARD YOUR OWN DE- KNOW HOW THE ENEMY OPERATES, OR 
STRUCTION. ANYONE ON THE RECEIV- YOU WILL NOT KNOW HOW TO PROTECT 
ING END OFTHESETRANSMISSIONS FOR YOURSELF. AT THIS TIME THERE ARE 
PURPOSES OF TEACHING OTHERS EVEN GREATER NUMBERS OF THESE 
WITHIN YOUR SPHERE IS GIVEN GRAND “EVIL” ENTITIES WITHIN YOUR SPHERE. 
TRAINING IN THE FIGHTING OF EVIL EN- YOU MUST REMEMBER AT ALL TIMES 
TITIES BEFORE BEING ALLOWED TO RE- THAT THE BATTLE IS “A BATTLE FOR 

/ Y 

Difficulties are God’s errands; and 
when we are sent upon them we should 
es teem it a proof of God’s confidence- 
-as a compliment from Him. 

-- Henry Ward Beecher 
d 
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Please Help CLC! PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST 
Dear Readers, THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 

The Constitutiond Law Center CALLED THE PHOENIX JOUR- 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
wishes to *ank aU Of you for your NALS AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN 44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
support and prayers. It is because 
ofyour dedication toward preserv- 

TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME 45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 

ing the Constitutional rights of 
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DE- 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 

everyone that we continue to be- 
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MATTERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A VOL. I 
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perts in Constitutional Law, as EACH pLus SH1PP1NG* 
well as other areas of law, to assist 
us with the tremendous research 1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
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and forwarded to us via fax or SANANDA 
mail. 

We are especially in need of the 
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barred or retired attorneys and are DISASTER 
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“drawn” to the study and practice 
of Constitutional (Common) Law. 
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FEE.T FROM HELL 

or someone you know, are avail- 
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